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DOCUL\'IENTS
YN RELATION

TO THg VALIDITY OF THE CHEROKEE 'rREATY OF 1835.

JANUARY

22, 1838.

by Mr. Lump lrin , and ordered to be printed, and that 386 additional copies be furni:3hed for the u"e of the Senate.

s and other papers relating to Cherokee affairs: being a reply to
sundry publicat,ions authorized by .John Ross. By E. Boudinot, formerly editor of the Cherokee P!za?ni.T.

TO THE PUBLIU.
What is termed the ''Cherokee question" may be considered in two
of view: the controversy with the States and the General Govern' and the controversy among the Cherokees themselv.es. The first
been agitated in so many ways, and before so ~any t~tbunals, that it
needless, for any good purpose, to remark upon It at thts place. The
is founded upon the question of a remedy, to extricate the Cherokees
their difficulties, in consequence of their conflict with the States.
this point, less has heen said or known before the public, but it has
been the less interesting to the Cherokees. It is here where different
nnd different feelings have been excited.
" What is to be done T' was a natural inquiry, after we found that all
efforts to obtain redress from the General Government, on the land of
fathers, had been of no avail. The first rupture among oursehres was
moment we presumed to answer that question. To a portion of the
pweroJltee people it early became evident that the interest of their country' and the bappiness of their posterity, depended upon an entire change
policy. Instead o~ conten~ing uselessly against. superior power, the only
rse left, was, to ywld to circumstances over whiCh they had no control.
rn all difficulties of this kind, between the United States and the Cherothe only mode of settling- them has be~n by treaties ; consequently,
a portion of our people became convmced that no other measures
avail, they became the advocates of a treaty, as the only means to
the Cherokees from their perplexities ; hence they were called
treaty party. Those who maintained the old policy, were known as
ant'i-treaty party. At the head of the latter has been Mr. John Ross.
lt would be to no purpose now to describe these Indian political parties,
to enter into a particular history of the rise, progress, and the present
Blair &Rives, ~inters,.
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state of the dissensions which have distracted the Chcrokeer.. It is enough
to say that our parties have been similar to other political parties found
among the whites. They have been characterized by high feeling, and
not unfrequently, by undue asperity. It is easy to conceive of the di~ad
va~tages under \Vhich the first mentioned party must have labored. To
advocate a treaty was to declare war against the established habits of thinking peculiar to the aborigines. It was to come in contact with settle.d
prejudices--with the deep rooted attachment for the soil of our forefathers,
Aside from these natural obstacles, the influence of the chiefs, who were
ready to take advautage of the well known feelings of the Cherokees, in
reference to their lands, was put in active requisition against us.
It is worthy of notice that, in this contest, we have had to bear no small
share of obloquy, arising from our very principles, from our opposition to
the views and measures of what is termed the constituted authorities of
the nation; and from the illusive appearance of having a vast majority opposed to us. That oploquy was increased by the manner in which we
were represented to our people.
Traitors, land sellers: interested persons, &c., were terms calculated to stir up prejudice and opposition. To
represent us in these variow· lights to our own people, we supposed to be
a matter of course, judging from the nature of all political contests. But
we have lately been arraigned before the American public-a tribunal to
which we, as Cherokees, are not properly amenable in this affair-in our
own family disputes. Mr. Ross has made sundry publications of late, by
the aid of writers whom he has employed for the purpose, which have
arraigned. us to that tribunal. He has called upon the public to award its
judgment against us. He haf. represented us as a disaffected faction, op·.
posed to him, ,the constituted chief of this nation. He represents us as a
small minority opposed -to the will of the people ; that we have ceded their
lands without their authority, and against their expressed injunctions.
These are matters which concern the Cherokees themselves, the result of
which must be left to their posteritv to jndQ"e.
'\'Vithout replying to these charges in this place, we will state what 'IJ)f!
suppose to he the great ·cause of our present difficulties-our present dissensions.
want. of proper inforrnation among the people. We charge
Mr. Ross with havmg deluded them with expectations incompatible with,
and injurious to, their interest. He has prevented the discussion of this interesting matter, by systematic measures, at a time when discussion was of
the most vital impottance. By that means the people have been kept
ignorant of their true condit~on. They have been taught to feel and ex·
pect what cm~ld not be teahzed, and what Mr. Ross himself must have
known would not be realized. This great delusion has la,sted to this day.
Now, in view of such a· :state of things, we cannot conceive of the acts of a
minority to be so repl'ehensible or unjust as are represented by Mr. Ross. If
one hundred persons are ignorant of their true situation, and are so compl~tely blinded as not to See the destruction that awaits them, we can see
Sttf>ng reasons to justify the action of a minority of fifty persons to do
·w hat the majority would d-o if they understood their condition-to save a
nation from p6litical thraldom and moral degradation. It is not intended
to discuss the qul3stion here; but simply to show that a great deal may be
said on both sides ; besides, the reader will recollect that it is in reference
to an Indian commtinity, .and to very extraordinary circumstances.
The original error was ih the refusal of. the leaders and advisers of this
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nat1on to disr·.nss tbe q_uestion w'n1ch is now agitated on\-v in the last extremity, and in closing· every avenue by which the people might be reached
with correct information. That was an error which cann-o t now be retrieved, and \Vhich has thrown us into inextricable difficulties. The treaty
party is not to blame for this. We SOUnded the alarm in time ; \Ve called
upon the authorities q.f the nation to see to what these matters were tending-to save the nation by timely action ; we asked, we entreated, we
implored. But we were met at the very threshhold as enemies of our
country. The same system of opposition has been waged against us to
this day.
For au illustration of these remarks, the following papers are presented
'<>the public, as a proper introduction to the two letters which will occupy
the principal portion of these pages.
[The following at·ticle appeared in the Cherokee Plueni:c of August
11, 1832.]
TO THE READERS OF THE CHEROKEE PHCENIX.

'l'he subscriber takes this opportunity to inform the readers of the Cherokee Phcenix that he has resigned his station as editor. Some of the reasons
'W'hich.have induced him to take this step are contained in the followinoletter addressed to the principal chief.
i:l
RED HILL, CHEROKEE NAT ION; Aug. I, 1832.
Sm~ According to the intimation I gave you some time since, I hereby
tender to you my resignation as editor of the Cherokee Phamix. In taking
this step it may not be necessary to give my reasons in full; it is, however,
due to yon, to myself; and niy countrymen, to avoid misrepresentations, to
state the following :
1. I believe the continuation of the Phamix, and my services as its editor,
answered all the purposes that it can be expected to answer hereafter.
of the great objects which the nation had 'in view in supporting- the
paper were, the defence of our ri!4'hts, and the proper representation of our
gri~vances to the people of the United States. In regard to the former, we
add nothing to the full and thorough in vestigatior;t that has taken place,
· lv after the decision of the Supreme Court, whtch has forever closed
-"""'"._,.·,·,vn of our conventional rights. In regard to the _latter, we can say
which will have more effect upon the commumty, than what we
said. The public is as fully apprised as we can ever expect
to be, of our gl'i ,9vances. It k;lows our tr?ubles, and yet never was it
silent than at present. It IS engrossed m other local and' sectional
two <treat and important objects of the papPr not now existing as

~r:etotore, andbtbe natio~ being in. gr~at want of funds, it is unnecessary
continue the expenses m supportmg It.
3. Were 1 to continue as editor, I should feel myself in a most peculiar
delicate situation. I do not know whether I could, at the same time.
my own views, and the view~ of th~ authorities of tl~e nation.. ~tatt(m would then be as embarrass:mg as 1t would be pecuhm and,delmate .
.do conscientiously believe it to be the duty of every citizen totrefl.ect L'lpon
da.ngers with which we are surrounded ; to view the darkness·1vhich
to lie before our people-our prospects, and the evils with whicfu we

My
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are threatened ; to talk over all these matters, and, if possible, come to some
definite and satisfactoqr conclusion, while there is time, as to what ought
to be done in the last alternative. I could not consent to be the conductor
of the paper without having the right and privilege of discussing these important matters; a:tld from what I _have \seen and heard, were I to assume
that privilege, my usefulness would be paralyzed by being considered, as 1
have already been, an enemy to the interests of my country and people. I
love my country and I love my people, as my own heart bears me witness,
and for that very reason I should deem it my duty to tell them the whole
truth, or what I believe to be the truth. I cannot tell them that we will be
reinstated irr our rights, when I have no such hope, and after our leading,
active, and true friends in Congress, and elsewhere, have signified to us
that they can do us no good.
4. I have been now more than four years in the service of the nation,
and my inclination is to retire from the arduous duties in which ( have
been engaged, and which have been far from being beneficial to my health
and happiness, except the happiness of doing good, and being useful to my
country. When, therefore, the chance of usefulness, in my present employment, is in a great measure lessened, the inclination to retire is increased.
I hope the foregoing reasons, stated in a few words, will be sufficient to
Q'Uard me against misapprehension and misrepresentations which. may be
likely to arise from the step I have taken. Let me again assure you that
I love my country and my people, and I pray God that the evils which we
so n1uch fear may be averted from us by His merciful interposition.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Yours, very respectfully,
ELIAS BOUDINOrr.
JoHN Ross, Esq.,
Principal chief of the Cherokee Nation.
In communicating the foregoing to the General Council, the principal
chief also submitted the following nl€ssage ;

To tlte Committee and Council in General Council conveued:
Agreeably to the .request of Mr.' Elias Boudinot, I lay before you his letter
of resignation as edttor of the Cherokee Phmnix, which, in part, wiH show
his reasons for the step he has taken. I cannot agree in opinion with Mr.
Boudinot, that the continuation of the Phmnix has "answered all the purposes that it ca_n be exp~cted ~o answeT her~ajte1·;'' although the representation of our gnevances m defence of our r-tghts have been fully made, and
thoroughly investigated, and the Supreme Court has fi)rever closr:d the
question of our. conveutional T~ghts, and t?e American public at this time
may be more silent ~:m th~ subJect our grtevunces, than heretofore, yet I
deem it to be e~sentlally Important ,~hat th.e paper should be kept up. It is
an incontrove.rtlble f~ct, t~mt the .cuculatwn of the paper has been greatly
instrumental m the diffusiOn of science and general knowledge among our
own citizens. The pecuniary embarrassments of the nation· by no meaus
ought to intluenc~ you to discontinue t.he paper, if a s';litable person can be
found to conduct It. At your last sesswn, yon authonzed the editor to take
a journey throughout the U~ited States, with the view of collecting money
for the support of the Phmmx, and the express purpose of meeting the expEnses incidental to the printing and editorial departments of that paper.

5
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such collections having been made, would it be politic, would it be
or would it be right to discontinue the paper, and apply the money
other purposes,·:+ when the interest of the nation would seem to demand
continuance? The views of the public authorities should continue and
be in accordance with the will of the people; and the views of the
of the national paper be the same. The toleration of diversified
"iinos to the columns of such a paper would not fail to create fermentation
and confusion among our citizens, and in the end prove injurious to the
welfare of the nation. The love of our country and people demands unity
of sentiment and action for the good of all. The truth, and the whole truth,
has always been, and must still continue to be; told. Our rights have been
sustained, and whether they will eventually be protected unto us, or wantonly wrested from us forever, are subjects of speculation in the minds of
many; but when we reflect upon the honor, magnanimity, and binding
~«~ttl!alw· ns of the General Government, and the peculiar character of its
utional system, we cannot but hope and, believe that justir;e will yet
extended to our nation. By doing so, there can be no cause for just
Olmplaint from any quarter against the United State5; much less for violence and disunion among the States. Under these views of the subject,
I deem it necessary that the vacancy occasioned by the resignation of the
editor be filled by some suitable person.
JOHN ROSS.
RED CLAY; Angust 4, 1832.
A few further explanations may here be necessary.
When I say that the continuation of the Phamix has answered all the
purposes thot it could be expected to answer hereafter) I mean the purintended to be effected oat of the nation. The political rights of the
kees cannot be re-:tored or secured by a continued investigation, or
petition of the numerous and aggravated grievances which they have
ready laid before the American people.
~
*
*
*
*
if
·.t
*
*
I cannot a~ree with the principal chief in regard to the admission of
· ified views" in the columns of the po.per. I am for making the
n of the Cherokees a question of momentous interest, subject to a
and friendly discussion among ourselves, as the only way to ascertain
will of the people as to what ought to be done in the last alternative.
are our hopes and prospects? What are our . dangers and dijfieulties :Z vVhat are the rP.asons of our hopes and prospects? What would
be the consequences of such a step, and of such a one? are questions of no
ordinary interest, and ought, in my view, to be fully considered. That the
the time to consider these matters has arrived I verily believe, fi·om event
that have taken place, and are now taking place. Nor am I alone in this
belief; on r worthy delegation, three of our most intelligent citizens, in
patriotism I have the utmost confidence) would, no doubt, sustain me,
a propm view of things while they were at the seat of Government.
what say onr friends in Congress? Have they not fully apprised u 8
~ ft i~

ali tl.: sing]1ar, after having made snch. an avowal in r;:g ..trd to the proper appropriaof a few thousand do: Iars collected by thee titor, that Mr. Ross should, within three or four
after, Jraw this sam~ money from the Cherokee Treasnrv, to be expended by him and
delegates at vVashingtori, t~nd not lea.ve one ceat "for the expenses incidental to the
- . ,r ......... ,., and editorial departments of the paper."
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that they cannot <;;ffect any substantial good for us? Have not a number
of them, whose motives are above suspicion, communicated their views in
writing for our information? .And has not an _honorable Judge of the Supreme Court made a similar communication, stating that the operation of the
late decision of the Supreme Court cannot ext13nd to our relief~ unless the
executive felt itself bound to enforce the treaties? And does President Jackson feel himself bound to obey the Suprerne Court, and to execute the
treaties ? On this point the reader is referred to another article under the
editorial head.*
'
Such being the facts on one side, how is the case on the other'] Has
not our·oppressor, presuming upon her power, and overlooking the sacred
obligations of right, not only infringed upon our political rights, but has
actually, to all intents and purposes, taken possession of one-half of our
eountry, and is now on the point of consnm.rp~ting her act~ by conveyi~g
it to her citizens? Already have the commissiOners, who are to superintend the dr,awings of the land lottery, been summoned to appear at Milledgeville. Now, to trust merely upon contingencies, and to ease our minds
with undefined hopes, when the danger is immediate and appalling, does
not seem to me to be altogether satisfactory. And think, for a moment, my
countrymen, the danger to be apprehended from an overwhelming white
population; a population not unfrequently overcharged with high notions
of color, dignity, and greatness; at once overbearing and impudent to those
whom, in their sovereign pleasure, they consider as ~heir inferiors. Then
should we, our sons and daughters, be slaves indeed. Such a populationt
and the evils and vices it would bring with it, the ·chief of which would be
the deluging the country with ardent spirits, would create an enemy more
pernicious and destructive to the Cherokees than "the pestilence that
walketh in darkness, and the destruction that wasteth at noon-day."
It is the presenting the serious and momentows things to the people, what
I mean by telling therm lhe truth. And I nm inclined to believe that it is
the best, if not the only way to :find out what the will of the people is.
~' The following is the article refured to: "There is a doctrine laid down in the veto message of the President, returning the bill to recharter the Bank of the United States, which
bears directly upon the interest of the Cherokees: it is, that the Ea:ecuti1·e is not bonnd by the
decisionsBjtlw Supreme Court. That such was the opinion of the Prc~irlent it was frequently
intimated after the decision of the court in the case of the Missicnaries, but it has not been
before publicly and officially avowed. If General Jackson acts upon this assumption of Executive prerogative, the Cherokees will have nothing to hope from his interference .. Indeed, we
need not go to his official declaration to find out whether he will support the court or not. VIe
see he does not; the system of oppression carried on by acts declared to be unconstitutional Jyy
the highest tribunal of the country, is permitted to proceed steadily to its final consummation,
and the Chief Magistrate of the land, to whom is intrustt>d the execution of the laws, vie,.vs
with apparent complacence the mischief as it progresses.
•' However unpleasant the fact may be to us, yet it is a fact which our eyes see folly demonstrated every day, that the President of the United States does not take the first step w c~dtnd
the rights of the Cherokees under the rlecision of the Supreme Court. But this is llOC all: he
now officia\ly tells us that he is 1wt bound by that decision, and, by inference, intends w disrega?·d it. According to the doctrine in the veto message, he will disregard it even w lien be is
called upon by a regular process from the Supreme Court. But suppcsing he oceys and executes the mandate of the court, that will bring no relief to the Cherokees; fer the sction, we
take it, of the tribunal which if'snes the mandate terminates in the person:; of the individuals
incarcerated in the penitentiary.
"What sort of hope have we then from a President who feels himself under r'.o ubligation /(}
execute, but has an inclination to disrega1·d the laws and treaties, as interpreted by a proper
branch of the Government? We have nothing to expect from ~uch an executive; and if the
President is disposed to do as he pleases in this affair, the remedy is not wi1h us, but with th e
p eople of the United States. W e shall see whether tho t remedy will be prcmplly :sr;pJied."

7
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Were it not that my motives have been misapprehended by some, and
wilfully misrepresented brothers, I should not have published my letter of
resignation, nor troubled the reader with the foregoing explanations. But
is due to myself and to my con ntrymen, for whorn the above remarks a.re
k:lllt~3nd~~d, that I should at least say what I have said.
In taking leave of my readers and patrons, l must express my gratitude
for the great forbearance and allowances w.ith which I have been treated
by them. 1."'~he y have had frequent occasion to exercise that forbearance.
In return, I ca tl only say, I itave done what I cuuld, and as my limited abilities and means would ailow. I have served my countrymen, I hope with
fidelity, through evil as well as good report, and I know I have the witness
· my own heart, that I have had, and do still have, their interest upperin my m.ind. In retiring, I have made it a t'natter of conscience. In
t sphere of employment, I trust to be more useful than I can be as
of the Cherokee Phamix.

ELIAS BOUDINOT.
The opinion advanced by Mr. Ross, that "diversified wews" ought not
to be inserted in the Phrnnix, was sutlicient for practical purposes. My
successor denounced the foregoing in no mea,s ured terms; he made a perattack, in his very first number, I think, upon some of the treaty par; impugned their motives, and allowed himself a free scope iu speaking •
onr views, designs, &c. I thought justice req nired at my hands a suitanswer, explaining more fully the views I had advanced in the preg article, which I supposed must have been misapprehended by the
r. But the order had gone out ; no " diversified views" were to be
tted; so the poor privilege of explaining my views was not allowed.
paper that I had prepared for that purpose was returned to me, with a
ration that i~ was not the will of the authorities of the nation that it
d be pub.lished. I present that paper, as I have preserved it.

[The following paper was prepared for publication in the Cherokee Phrnin answer to an editorial article of that paper, censuring the political
and conduct of the writer. Althongh it was in reply to remarks of
personal nature, yet it was refbsed admittance, because it discussed matwhich the authorities of the nation had decided should not be discussed.
a note to the writer, the editor says: "It must be borne in mind, that
authorities of the nation are opposed to the introduction of controvermatter in the Phrnnix, and especially of making it a point of changing
situation a matter of discussion. You'r communication, while it points
t the passages of my address, as having dealt hard with you, would, on
other hand, if published and answered, which I could not possibly
, involve that momentous 7Jo~nt, and an endless controversy might be
consequence. To avoid this course would be compatible with . the
of the nation, and my bounden duty. 1fherefore) I have thought it
t to withhold its publication.

ELIJAH HICKS."]

_

the Editor of the Cherokee Pha:miz· :
Sm: I have read in your last paper the remarks \Vhich ynu have been
ased to bestow upon my letter of resignation. I regret that the common
.... ·vu . .''"'Y' that of noticing the retirement of a brother editor, which some of
conductors of the pap8rs with which I exchanged seem to have exer·
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cised towards me, should have made it necessary for you to direct your attention to that letter. It is hardly entitled to the importance you have
given it. I certainly did not think but that it would be " like the fleeting
wind, to be heard of no more." As yon have, hc,wever, bestowed some re.
marks upon its merits, it may not be improper for me to recur . to such
parts of it, by way of explanation, as seem to have been misapprehended
by you, and to correct the impression which may be created in the mind of
the reader by the import of your language.
I have no objection to your subjecting any remarks which I may have
published while I was honored with the management of the Cherokee
Phamix to your editorial scrutiny, provided such remarks or ~entiments
are presented to the public just what they are. I have nothing to recall
from what I have said; I am willing that my words should speak for
themselves, and that reprehension shonld be cast upon them where they
deserve reprehension.
When we write in a language which we understand but imperfectly,
and which is not our mother tongue, we are liable; ·as I know by experience, to use wprds or phrases which do not express our rrreaning. Such,
I take it, is the case in the very first sentence of your remarks, where
you represent my letter as "setting forth my indisposition to sustain the
cause of the Cherokees." You did not mean, I presume, what these
words would seem to imply; because, in my letter and explanations upon
it, as your readers will recollect, I say nothing as to what my "disposition" is to sustain the cause of the Cherokees. In my letter, my object
was merely to give a few reasons why I thought it necessary to leave
my station as editor. In. my explanations, I alluded to some of the great,
and, in my view, insurmountable dijjiculties, that are iu the ·way of our
rights being secured to us. If I had said any thing about my disposition,
or ,inclination, if you please, I would have said that it was strong -as
strong as ever.
One who has not read my letter would suppose that there has been an
important change of sentiment in my views in regard to the all-engrossing
subject among us, from such expressions as the following, \vhich I find in
your remarks : " The right of the late editor to change his opinions, ou
questions involving the dearest rights of the Cherokees"-" The change
of sentiment of the editor, which this letter would seem to indicate, as
despairing of the redress of our wrongs," &c. Such change of opinions
or sentiments, that is, in regard to the rights of the Cherokees, and the redress of our wrongs, is not, however, implied in my letter. As to th e
first, you could not have meant that I had undergone such a. complete
" revolution" as to deny the "dearest rights" of the Cherokees: or that I
ever questioned them. As to the latter, I do not know whether, in my
public capacity, I have ever expressed the opinion that our rights would
certainly be redressed; I have the impression that I have never, however
desirous I have been that such should be the case. I have been careful
not to commit myself on this point, and thus create hopes,· which, by possibility, to say,the least, would exist only to be disappointed and frustrated.
To say, then, which I have thought it my duty, in frankness, to say to
my countrymen, that I do not believe that our rights will be secured to us,
is not in opposition to any prP-vious opinion expressed.
You seem, however, to intimate that I have favored a treat11 with the
Government. Your readers will -recollect that I said nothi ng rt.bou t a trea·
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co~sideTing our situation, and coming to
definite and sp.tisfactory conclusion as to what ought to be done in
last alternative. My views as to what ought to be done rnay be somedifferent from those I formerly entertained; but if they are, they are
, in my humble opinion, as are patriotic, and I know they are founded
pon mature and most serious reflection.
I should consider myself very hardly dealt with if I thought that you
really intended t0 convey the idea that I was now no more a patriot. Yon
eould not have meant what these words would seem to imply: "As a
llreach in the patriotic rank of the Cherokees~"-" However valuable the .
liervices of this once devoted patriot, we must bear the loss. The loss is
but a drop from the bucket." There is nothing in my letter of resignation,
or in my explanations, which shows a want of patriotic views and motives ;
my motives certainly were of the most patriotic kind. But it is needless
It enlarg·e. My past acts will speak for themselves, and I am willing to be
tried and tested for the future. I will give yon a definition of the patriot19m by which r profess myself to be actuated.
.
In one word, I may say that my patriotism consists 'in the love of t!te
em.mtry, and the love of the people. These are intimately connected; yet
they are not altogether inseparable. They are inseparable if the people are
made the first victim, for in that case the country must go also, and there
must be an end of the objects of our patriotism. But if the country is lost,
or is likely to be lost to all human appearance, and the people still exist,
may I not, with a patriotism true and commendable, make a question for
the safety of the remaining object of my affection?
In applying the nbove definition of patriotism to my conduct, I can but
say that I have come to the unpleasant and most disagreeable conclusion
whether that collclusion be correct is another question) that our lands, or
nlarge portion of them, are about to be seized and taken from us. Now,
as a friend of my people, I cannot say peace, peace, when there is no peace.
cannot ease their minds with any expectation of a calm, when the vessel
already tossed to and fro, and threatened to be shattered to pieces by an
ing tempest. If I really believe there is danger, I mnst act con' and give the alarm ; tell my countrymen our true, or what I bebe our true, situation. In the case dnder consideration, I am into believe there is danger, "immediate and appalling," and that it
the people of this country to weigh the matter rightly, act wisely,
rashly, and choose a course that will come nearest benefitting the na. When we come to the last crisis, (and my opinion is, that we are that
· t,) one of three things m ·u st be chosen. 1. Nature's right of all nations
resist and fight in the defence of our lands. But this we must do with
certajnty of being annihilated~ 2. Submit and peaceably come under
dominion of the oppressor, and suffer, which we most assuredly must
we make that choice, a moral death! 3. Avoid the two first by a removal. Now the article which has given rise to yonr rema~ks merely suggests the importance of making choice of one of the three evils, (for evils
they are,) in time. In saying this, I do not disguise that I, as one of the
nation, have an opinion on this delicate point, and am willing to express it
when occasion requires. But this is not the place and time to express it,
we are met·ely considering the "merits" of my letter of resignation.
It may be said, to consider the matter now is premature. It may be so.
If it is, the error wh ich I commit is nn error of judgment, not of the heart,

but urged the impoTtance of
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and cannot, of course, be attributed to any want of patriotism. If it is premature to consider this matter, it must be because there is still hope that
our tights will be "redressed." · 'That hope, I have already said, is "undefined," and rests upon "contingencies." The contingencies of which l
speak do not at all terminate in the election of a President, althoug·h that
'QJay not indeed be now, as our good friend of the New York Spectator
seems to suppose, one of the contii:1gencies. He is better able to judge than
I am. ' But suppose the presei1t incumbent is not re-elected, and that
another individual succeeds him, whose sentiments on the Indian question
are correct, and is disposed to do us justice? I still make it a question
whether our rights can be restored to us, for the new President cannot take
his seat until the 4th of March, 1833, and there is, to say the least, a great
dan![er of the enemy having a complete possession of one-half of our country before that time. Can the Chief Magistrate then, however disposed he
may be to do right, reiT.\ove all intl'uders, to whom the protection of a State is
pledged, and place us in peace, upon our former privileges, under the present circumstances _of the country l But there is still another contingency
in regard to the contemplated change i~ the administration. Suppose the
new President succeeds in restoring~ to us our rights_. vVhat security
have we that the restoration of our rights will be permanent, and that a
President similar to the present one will not succeed the one who doe us
justice, and thus the game will not be played ·o ver anew? I can hardly
consent to trust the peace and happiness of our people to political changes
and party triumphs. Unfortunately for us, the Indian question has been
made a party and sectional question.
Your expression, "the loss is but a drop from the bucket," may be interpreted in two ways. It may meanJhat my opinions or exertions as an individual are nothing compared to the nation, and, of course, the loss to them
is but of little moment; or it mav mean that I am d etached from the nation.
and that no one approves of the views I have given in my letter of resi~~
nation. , If you mean the first, you 'a re certainly correct, for my opinions
or exertions are of little consequence-they are but a "drop from the bucket.''
. If you mean the second, I will only say that I am not detached from, but
attached to, the nation, -and that there a're those connected with~,the judicial:
executive, and legislative departments of our little Government, men of intelligence and patriotism, who cordially approve of the remarks and suggestjons contained in the article upon which you have commented.
In alluding to a letter signed by a number of our friends in Congress, addressed to Mr. Ross, and anoth~r from one of the judges of the Supreme
Court, I had no other object than to show my readers the views entertained
by those gentlemen on the su bje<;;t: and to strengthen, by such high authority, the opinions I had expressed. I thought those views, coming as they
did from such a quarter, were worthy of all attention and respect, and I had
every reason to believe that the motives of those who communicated them
were of the purest kind.
Respect fu 11 y,

E. B-OUDil\OT.
OcTOBER

2, 1832.

Thus u.~as th~ press muzzled, and the avenue by which we could reach
the people closed against us! Although we could not get a hearing in
that way, we still persisted, and continued to give the alarm, as oprortuni-
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Attempts were made to discuss the matter in the councils
'!'hare were members of those councils who had indepenenough to speak their minds. But what was the result? 'I'hese
namely, Messrs. Major Ridge, John Ridge, and David Vann,
mpwched for holding opinimt8 that were contrary to those enterby the authorities! Not having access to the records of the council,
not able to give a copy of what was preferred as an impeachment,
it was a curious paper. The charge was not for acts, but for opinions.
a proper time the persons charged demanded. a bearing, and called upou
national committee to try them for the offence alleged against them.
is a little singular, they 'Would not try them, nor withdraw the imIJ'tchment, for no other reason, I apprehend, than that discussi~n might
.,:v'"''"''"'' to avoid whieh seemed to be their object, while they kept the
ls arraigned before them under censure, and finally to effect their
This they ·soon accomplished. The persons impeached left
council in disgust. This 'W as the second triumph over discussion. It
enough to alarm those who foresaw the point to which these things
tending. It was a most extraordinary spectacle to see a few leading
acting in this extraordi!Jary way, under cover of the will of the peethose people were purposely kept from discussion and truth, by
alone they could be enabled to exercise their will to good and benepurposes.
Soon after this, the friends of free discussion met, and adopted the followresolutions, as . containing principles hy which they professed to be
ted:

e natiOn.

RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas a crisi~ of the utmost importance in the affairs of the Cherokee
has arrived, requiring from every iud.i vidual the most serious reflecand the expression of views as to the present condition aud future
of the nation; and wherens a portion of the Cherokees have enopinions which have been represented as hostile to the true Interand happiness of the people, merely because they have not a~reed with
chiefs and leading men; and as these opinions have not heretofore been
y made known, therefore,
That it is our decided opinion, founded upon the melnncholy
z:pe:ner1ce of the Cherokees within the lust two years, and upon facts
history has furnished us in regard to other Indian nations, that our
cannot exist amidst a white population, subject to laws which they
no hand in mt"tking, and which they do not und~rstand ; that th~
tpp!·essJ·c•n of the Cherokee Government, which connected this people in a
net community, will not only check their progress in impr~vement and
cement in knowledge, but, by means of numerou~ influences and
tations which this new state of things has created, will completely deevery thing like civilization among them, and uWmately reduce
to poverty, misery, and wretchedness.
Resolved, That, considering the progress of the States' authorities in this
ntry, the distribution aud settlement of the lands, the Mgunization of
ties, the erection of county seats and court-houses, and other indicaof a determined course on the part of the surrounding Stutes, and
si~lcrin g, on the othet: hand: the repeated refusal of the President and
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Congress of tbe United States to interfere in our behalf, we have come
the conclusion that this nation cannot be reinstated in its present locatio
and that the question left to us and to every Cherokee, is, whether it i
more desirable to remain here, with all the embarrassments with which W'e
must be surrounded, or to seek a country where we rnay enjoy our own
laws, and live under our own vine and fig-tree.
Resolved, That in expressing the opinion that this nation cannot be reinstated, we do it from a thorough conviction of its truth; that we never
will encourage our confiding people with hopes that can never be realized
and with expectations that will assuredly he disappointed ; that howev;t
unwelcome and painful the truth may be to them, and however unkindly
it may be received from us, we cannot, as patriots and well-wishers of the
Indian race, shrink from doing our duty in expressing our decided convictions; that we scorn the charge of selfishness and a want of patriotic
feelings alleged against us by some of our countrymen, while we can appeal to onr consciences and the searcher of all hearts for the rectitude of
our motives and intentions.
Resolved, That, although we love the land of our fathers, and should
leave the place of our nativity with as much regret as any of our citizens,
we consider the lot of the exil~ immeasurably more to be preferred than a
submission to the laws of the States, and thus becoming witnesses of the
ruin and degradation of the Cherokee people.
Resolved, That we are firmly of the opinion, that a large majority of the
Cherokee people would prefer to remove, if the true state of their condition
was properly made known to them. VVe believe that if they were told that
they had nothing to expect from further efforts to regain their rights as a
distinct cO'Inmunity, and that the only alternatives )eft to them is either
to remain amidst a white population, subject to the white man's laws, or
to remove to another country, where they may enjoy peace and happiness,
they would unhesitatingly prefer the latter.
Resolved, rrhat we were desirous to leave to onr chiefs and leading men
to seek a country for their people, but as they have thought proper not to
do any thing towards the ultima.te removal of the nation, we know of none
to which the Cherokees can go as an asylum but that possessed by our
brethren west of the Mississippi; that we are willing to unite with them
under a proper guaranty from the United States that the lands shall be secured to us, and that we shall be gove'rned by our own laws and regulations.
Resolved, That we consider the policy pursued by the Red Clay council,
in continuing a useless struggle from year to year, as destructive to the
present peace and future happiness of the Cherokees, because it is evident
tb every observer that while this struggle is going on, their difficulties will
be accumulating, until they are ruined in their property and character, and
the only remedy that will then be proposed in their case will be, subrnis.vion to the laws of the States by taking reservations.
Resotved, That we consider the fate of our poor brethren, the Creeks, to
be a sufficient warning to all those who may finally sn bject the Cherokees
to the laws of the States by giving them reservations.
Resolved, That we will never cousent to have our own rights and the
rights of our posterity~ sold I: Jlrespectively'' to the laws of the States by our
cl1iefs, in any compact or ':compromise'' into which they may choose to
enter with the Government; that \Ve cunnot be satisfied with any thing
less {!Jan a release from State legislation; but, while we do not intend to
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our OWLl political interests compromised, we shall nut oppose those '
prefer to remain subject to State laws.
Resolved, That we were disposed to contend for what we considered to
our own rights, as long as there was any hope of relief to the nation, but
we never can consent to the waste of our public moneys in instituting
prosecuting suits which will result only to individual advantage.
J(e~wtt,ed, That it is with great surprif'e and mortification we have nothe idea attempted to be conveyed to the minds of our people: that the
can be relieved by the courts of Georgia ; that we regard the apto those courts, by the nation, for redress 1 us an entire departure
true policy maintained by the Cherokees in their struggle for
existence.
NoVEMBER, 1834.
A candid statement of views, such as the foregoing, by the l~ading men
this nation, was all that was necessary to terminate our difficulties in
But Mr. Ross has pursued a mysterious course with a "plain and
•u""lfl""'"l. cated people/' to borrow his own expression. :'The final ad, JUll1"UIJllH of the existing difficulties," may mean in as many ways as thet·e
are words in the sentence, and it is no exaggeration to say that nine out of
ten of eur whole population do not comprehend it. That hrts been the faYorite expression of Mr. Ross when, I suppose, his intention has been to al~
to a treaty. It is his favorite expression yet. The£e cautious expreswhich may mean this or that: have had mischievous tendency upon
minds of the Cherokees. What they need is plain dealing. Tell them
truth in a plain and simple language, and they will understand it. It
this that we have not been able yet to induce l\1.r. Ross and his friends to
Even as late as October, 1835, at the memorable council, of which
will be said in one of the two-following letters, we found it diffi.cnlt to
them to the decided point-to acknowledge to the people thnt a. treaty
necessary, and that it ought to be made. And when we thought that
had succeeded in the compromise, it was in such a way that the people
not at last understand it.
At the council alluded to, a conference was held between the representaof the two parties, for the purpose of coming to some friendly underOur object was to bring· the other side to acknowledge the vital
.
which they had never done, that nothing bnt a treaty could save
kees. We knew that if wegot them to that point, nnd the prinwas declared to the people, the whole delusion undm· which the Cherowere lab_oring would vanish away, and that a treaty would be speedily
and this vexatious question for ever put to an end. vVhile the prinas acknowledged in our conferences and discussions, we could not
them to bring it before t he people. As samples of our modes of
, .,,,., .. ,T,,T, and the manner of approaching the delicate subject, the two folg propositions are submitted ; the first, offered by the treaty party,
the other by the Ross party :
PROPOSITIOI'\S OFFF.R E D BY THE TREATY PARTY.

Whereas, the following persons, viz: John Martin, George M. Vvaters,
Taylor, John F. Balridge, and John Benge, on the one part, and
Chambers, Charles Vann, John Ridge, Elias Boudinot, and John
ter, on the other part, have met, to consider and deliberate upon the
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difficulties of the Cherokee people, and to unite upon some plan of re · ;
they h<1ve ilccordingly agreed to the following resolutions, as ex:press1Wr
their views, and would recommend the same to the serious consideration of
the Cherokee people:
Re.s·olved, 'I'hat the Cherokees cannot be relieved frol'n their peculiar
difficn1tieE: and afflicted condition, by a continued application to the Gen-eral Government for redress under the treaties and laws of the United
States.
Resolved, That an arrangement with the Government, by a generW
treaty, is the only remedy that can be applied to relieve the Cherokees.
Resolved, That a treaty ought to be made upon the basis of preserving
the Cherokee people, as a distinct and separate community, and that in a COil·
vention to make the arrangement, all parties and all interests ought to be
fairly and fully represented.
Rf!solved, :rhat the increasing difficulties of our people demand a speedy
remedy.
Resolved, 'rhat an arrangement with the Government ought ,to be made
within the limits of the Cherokee country.
'
REn Cr...AY, October 21, 1835.
PROPOSITIONS OFFERED BY THE ROSS PARTY.

'rhe undersigned persons, being selected by the principal chief of the
Cherokee nation to confer with certain other persons of the treaty or
Ridge party for the purpose of an endeavor to unite the two parties in a
course that may eventuate in the general good of their common country,
propose, 1st. The present provisional arrangement will have to be disposed
of by a general vote of the people. 2d. Should the commissioners have
full powers to make a treaty, there is no doubt the authorities of the na·
tion will receive them with respect and attention. 3d. Should no pro.
position be received from the commissioners for a treaty upon just and
liberal terms, it is presumed the recommendation gf the principal chief to
the national council will be acted upon; th<tt is to say, the appointment of
another delegation to Washington; for the purpose of effecting a final adjustment of our difficulties. It is also presumr-d that the delegation will have
power to act upon any matter in relation to a treaty, &c., that may be submitted to them before their departure for Washington.
In conclusion, the undersigned will in good feeling say to the conferees
of the opposite party, that they will recommend one of their party to the
principal chief, &c., as a delegate, which they have no doubt will be re·
cei ved with attention.

GEORGE M. WATERS,
JOHN MARTIN,
R. TAYLOR,
JOHN BENGB,
JOHN BALRIDGE.
RED CLAY,

October 21, 1835.

We couid not agree to an instrument so indefinite as the preceding; and
the oth~rs would not agree to ours, because it was too definite. Shortly
after, however, an agreement was entered into and signed, which formed
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compromise between the parties, and with the violation of which we
been charged by :Mr. Ross. That matter is discussed in the following
, addressed to a friend :
W ASHlNGTON, J.11ay 16, 1836.
Sm: Among the documents accompanying lVlr. Ross's protest against the
, I notice one which purports to be a compromise entered into at Red
, in the month of October last, by the two pa.r.ties into which the Cbernation was then divided. '1--,hrt,t J?aper is in the words following, to
"1,he Committees of Conference on the subject of uniting the parties of
nation into one, and harmonizing and associating together as one people,
treaty which may take place between the United States and the
·•·.. ~~~·~-~~nation, •in order to relieve the last from its distressed and afflicted
, have agreed, that is to say, Major George M. \Vaters, Judge John
, Richard Taylor, John Balridge, and John Benge, acting under the
llat ...,ntlr.'"'" of John Ross, principal chief, 0n the one part, and George
matnl)~)rs! John Gunter, John Ridge, Charles Vann, and Elias Boudinot,
the other, acting under the instructions of :Major Ridge and others, of
treaty party, . have agreed to bury in oblivion all unfriendly feelings and
unitedly in [any] treaty [arrangement] with the Unitetl States for the
of their nation ; that the number of delega!es to be chosen by the
eral council and] people [here present] shall consist of 11ineteen memto act for the nation, with full powers. That of this number three
be three chosen of the treaty party, and nominated and appointed in
way as the others, .their authority to be joint and equal, to he cou- ·
by th,e people [here present.] This agreement then and in that case
to be binding at once upon the parties. The Cherokee press is the proof the nation ; and, as we have become friends, .no more publications
be made either P.gainst the one or the other of the parties, because they
united, [and should be surrendered to the proper authorities of the
In concluding, speeches of peace and reconciliation shall be made,
nt and judicious character, to the people, jn order to do away any
t feelings which may exist. Given under our hands and seals,
the 24th October, 1835, at Red Clay, in the Cherokee nation.:)

GEORGE M. vVATERS,
JOHN RIDGE,
JOHN MARTIN,
CHARLES VANN,
his
JOHN x BALRIDGE,
mark.
his
GEORGE x CHAMBERS,
mark.
his
JOHN X BENGE,
mark.
JOHN GUNTBR,
R. TAYLOR,
ELIAS BOUDINO'r.
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We are charged by Mr. Ross, in his communications tn the Executive
and the Senate, with having violated the above arrangement, from the fact
that we attended the council at New Echota, and entered into a treaty with
the commissioner of the United States. This charge of bad faith is a matter of some importance, iutended to afrect our characters for consistency and
integrity. In order to defend ourselves, it is necessary for us to show, either
that the charge is false, or, in other words, that we have faithfully fulfilled
the compromise in its letter and spirit; or to show that it is not obligatory
upon us. I propose to do the latter in this communication. Every one
lov~s a good name, and wishes to bequeath that good name to his posterity.
It is this universal and commendable fteling which has impelled me to address this Jetter to you, to remove the unfavorable impressions which may
have been created by reading the papers above referred to. "\Ye are then
not guilty of bad faith, because:
1. 'l'he foregoing document is not the compromise we signed at Red
Clay. If this declaration astounds you, it is nevertheless true. I suppose
our opponents would compel us to observe the compromise, the whole compromise, and nothing but the compromise, jnst as it was signed by the ten
conferees. One party has no right to take away any part of it, or to make
any additions, without the consent of the other. If either is done, it is no
more a compromise, and the obligation to observe it is therefore destroyed.
Now, to apply this principle to the matter in hand: while the ink with
which the ten conferees had thought proper to inscribe their agreement
was hardly dry, .Nir. John Ross, who now professe~ such obedience to the
will of the people, and to have no will of his own, added such p'arts of sentences as I have included in brackets in the foregoing agreement. It is no
reason to say that it was done with the consent of one of the conferees.
One entire party cannot bind in this manner the other ; much less can one
individual bind both the contracting parties. It is true, Mr. John Ridge:
from motives truly conciliatory and patriotic, in order to prevent the consequences of such despicable quibbling as Mr. Ross was then making, after
the whole affair had been concluded and sig11ed by men of his own appointm~nt, agreed that the additions should be made. But his other four
associates knew nothing about it: it was done with the presumption that
. they would, for the sake of good understanding, waive the matter, which
they undoubtedly would have done if au infraction of a far more important
natnr~ had not subsequently been committed upon the foregoing agreement
by the other party, and circnmstanccs had not taken place to defeat the
purposes of the compromise. This then leads ~ne to consider2. That we are not gnilty of bad faith, because one of the two principles
upon which tbe ten conferees agreed to unite and become friends, was disregarded and violated by Mr. Ross, in the appointment of a delegation to
negotiate with the United States. All compromises are effected by concessions. So it was in this case. The concession to the treaty party was,
that a treaty should be made ; to the Ross party, that the majority of the
persons by 'WhQrn the negotiations 1.vere to be carried on should belong to
that party. This was a matter of bargain, made very explicit. Three
individuals were to be ap£1ointed as delegates from one party, and si.~·teen
from the other. The execution of it, that is, in the appointment of the
delegation, was intrusted to 1\'Ir. Ross; and did he comply with its essential
provision, that sixteen only should be chosen out of his party J Not
satisfied with the great preponderance and advantage we had already
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given him in that compromise, certainly too much so for out interest nnd
honor, be disregarded it by having se'venteen. appointed, viz: John Ross,
Lewis Ross, Richard 'Jlaylor, James Brown, John F. Baldridge, John
Benge, John Martin, Elijah Hicks, Richard Fields, Joseph Vann, John
Huss, Sleeping Rabbit, Soft Shell Turtle, Thomas Foreman, Jesse Bushyhead, Peter and James Daniel. Now, sir, what right had he to add one to
the number which had been agreed upon '! 'Vhat right had he to say that
seventeen should be appointed, when the conferees, the proper representaivcs of the two parties, had settled upon the number si.?:teeJt :Z And if he
could add one, without asking our consent, and without our knowledge,
he could add ten. And yet this is the man who would bind us to the
letter and spirit of on r agreement, and expose us to the world as faithless
and wicked persons, after having, by his arbitrary acts, and ambiguous proceedings, as I shaH show in the course of this letter, deprived us of the
means of fulfilling the engagements which that compromise had imposed
upon us.
,
'Vhe:re, then, may the char~e of bad faith pmperly rest? Certainly the
t\Vo instances I have here given will be considered by every impartial
judge as most palpable violations of the letter of the agreemeut, and suffic.ient to exonerate the other party from its obligations. Upon those violatwns it became null nnd void . . Bnt so desirous \vere we that a treaty
should ~Je made, and made speedily, as upon that depended tbe destiny of
the suffering Cherokees, we were willing to overl11ok these nets of Mr. Ros's,
and to waive such objections as we very properly might have raised in
reference to tho~e acts. If a treH.tv. for which we had so lon~· contended
against such overwhelming odds: ' could only be made upC:n jnst and
equitable principles, for the relief of our conntryrnen sunk in misery and
dPgradation, it ''.ras all we cared j and it was not until we had lost every
ray of hope that our eompromise wnnld lead to that happy result, from a
series of evasious and ambiguous proceeding ~ of the other side, in violation
of the spirit of our agreement, that we resorted to the course we have
done, which now forms the ground of complaint by Mr. Ross.
l shall now proceed to note down some of the proceedings of the other
party, which I have termed ambi.g!lous and as violations of the spirit of
our agreerrtent, and which has rendered th.e execution of the compromise
impossible.
·
l. You will see, in the foregoing ·a greement, that the result of the con~
ference was to be explained, and speeches of eonciliation delivemd by
prominent members of both parties. In the execution of this part of our ·
agreement, an additional indignity was cast upon us. How was the mat. .
ter explair:1ed? Were the congregated Cherokees informed of the unhappy·
sitnution of their country and affairs, which had been the cause of their
divisions into parties? Were they informed that all were brethren, fellow- .
sufferers, and of course ought not tn charge each other with the .difficulties
under which they were laboring I~ rrhat those difficulties can ' n~ver now.
be settled except by a treaty and a cession of the land, and that the ten ,men
who had the lllltter under consideration had so decided? Was such the
explanation? Mr. Ress, who took upon himself that part of the business,
represented us us a faction returning to our allegiance, and l agreeing to
support the measures of " th~ constituted authorities of the nation to c!Qse.
the difficulties with the United States, by a final adjustment; to be made
there or elsewhere." What was am~iguons and dotihtfnl in th~se. words,..
2
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was made more so by their interpreL:.ttiou into the Chemkce la.ngnagc.
\Vhat do you suppose would be the understanding of nn ignorant, prejudiced Cherokee, ti·om such an explanation as tlwt; onP. who had been constantly flattered and deluded with the expectation of an entire re.establishment in his country, and one who had been taught to believe that nothing
prevented that reinstatement but the existence of a party fiworable to a
treaty and removal? I say, what would be his understanding 1 '1'he most
naturnl in the world. "The constituted authorities love the land. and are
striving to save it. 'l'hey have been preventP.d from succeeding, thus far,
by the treaty party, who wish to seU the land. That party has }lOW united
wlth the .proper chiefs: Tha·ejorf', the conntry is now saved." Such was
precisely the reasoning of these delnded people, the victims of misguided
confidence. rrhey were rejoicing by audible assents, while such lucid explanations were flowing from the lips of the Indian chief, to· be interpreted
into his native Janguug·e, n.nd while the speaker of the CO\lllciJ \VaS expressing in a speech his wiflmgness to receive, with extended arms, his children
who had strayed from the right path, but had now returned to their duty.
Now, was all this in accordance with our ag-reernent '! Did we sign that
compromise to be thus degraded and exposed to a gazing multitude as servile sycophants, deserting tbe great cause of Clterokae em;ancipation, upon
which we had staked our all? No ! It was a base violation of the spirit
of that compromise.
2. The second item in these novel proceedings, is in the prodncLion, natare, and adoption of the powers with which the twenty delegates were to
be instructed in . the "flnal adjustmeut of tho difficulties with the United
States." It is a fnct worthy of your notice, ttwt, notwithstanding .Mr. Ross
professes such obedience to the will of his people, and to do nothing bnt
what they desire hirn to do, yet he is tbe fitther; if not the writer; of every
decree, order, or power, that comes from tbe committee and con neil at Red
Clay. The powers in question had a similur ori!;in ; aud what do you
sllppose they were? \!V ere they . such as were demanded by the state of
things) plain, din~~t, un_d decided 'l No.; £·u from it: they were evasive,
unml3aning, nud undecided ; such as m1ght be understood by one person,
in one way, according to his inclination; and in nnother way, by another
person, according to his iuclina,tion, as was prt~cisely the case in this instance, as 1 shall'- show in the progress of this letter. l regret that I cannot
have access to those writ\en powers, in order to show the correctness of
these remar~s by quotntjons; but yon may rest assured that I shall· allege
nothina but what is contained in them.
At tfie cull of the public crier, tho Cherokees, to the number of about one
thousand were collected around a stand, to hear some important communication A·om their chief. Mr. Ross soon appeared, with a bundle of papers
in his hand which turned out to be the nomination of the twenty delegates,
and their p~wers. rrhey were all written out, ready to receive the assent and
sianatures of the multitnde, who stood around the chief with indescribable
a;xiety, to he~r s~me in~pol't~nt development, or a suggestion of so~e plan
that would result m thetr rehet Mr. Ross commenced to read au mstrument of writing, drawn in the form of resolutions, to be adopted or approved
by the people, granting- powers to the tw~nty delegates, of which number
he was one. · Those powers, to an E~1ghsh reader, or to a person under~
staudin2' the EnO'lish langu~ge, may be understood as being ample and suf..ficient. w rrhey ~thoti~ed the delegation to teiminate the difficulties with
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United States, by rr trectty ['tlTangement, either there . or elsewhere.
!hey gave them fnll power to negotiate, npon whnt principles they pleased,
itl any mnnner they pleased, and for any amonnt they pleased.
In fine,
they were unlimited, discretionary powers. So far, it wn~ well enough,
only thnt they were too ex:tensive to be intrusted to twenty irresponsible
persons. In addition to the fnllest extent. of authority which the people
had conferred upon their delegation, .they were inade to declare that they
mould be !Jonnd-by all the acts of that delegation. "What will be yonr surprise when I tell you that those resolutions, containing such a declaration,
\Vere accompanied with a protest, in which the- people are made to say, that
they will never consent. to a t1'eaty made upon the basis of the five millions
fJj' dollars !
Aft'er the resolutions nnd . the protest had been interpreted into the
Chewkee language: (for all the communications of lVlr. Ross to the Cberokers are made through all interpreter,) a question was put to the people
\rhether they were \Villing to confirm them. The repeated cries of yes,
yes, fully indicated the direction the current was moving-. After this they
ire1·e desired to s~gn those papers; abotlt one thousand persons regi~tered
their nnmes. It is worthy of notice that . in obtaining their assent) the
n~nn.1 method was not obseved; that is, that those who were in favor of
contirmiug should say yes, and those of the contrary opi11ion should say
no. Now I ask) were all these nnmeaning- \Vords and unusual procP.edings
in accordance with the spirit of our cornpromise? .\Vert~ they calcnlated
t,J teach the poor Cherokees their true condition, and to result in, what
\V[lS dPsigued at len.~t by one of the contractiug parties, a speedy relief by
:t treaty nrran,g cment 1
Yon will Jearn tbe answer to these qneries by the
impres.;;iuns \Vhich were crerrted jn the minds of the multitude.
3. ·we mnst judg·e of things by their effects ; and what were the effects
of the proceedings 1 have jus(narr~ted.? Let the conflicting opinions entertained by the people u.fier the termmatwn of those procecdiugs supply yon
with the correct answer. 1\{r. Ross, whether desigued!y or not: could not
have taken n better cou rsc than he did take to confuse the minds of the
people in reference to the uatnre and extent of the powers that had been
conferrell npotl the delegation. I have already stated how one cla~s, the
largest eiass, of the Cherokees) w-hose prejndices and inclinations ran in a
particular channel, understood the expla~wtion made npon our compromise.
That nnderstandinowus hnt strengthened by the subsequent proceeding-s.
0
-\!though they had signed an in~trnment of writing· conveying .from them
full powers to the ~e!ect comm1ttee of twenty to d1spose of theu country,
yet for want of proper explanation and interpretation of those powers, Rlld
because the terms to sell or to cede were not contained h1 them, especially
because they were accompanied by a protest, to \vhich I have already
called your attention, they never dreamt that the land 1.Dould be sold. On
the contrary, they thought, by conferriug those very powers,
cumstances atteuding tliem, they fwd saved the land..

with the cir-

rrhey were under

the impression that the danger of losing their country pro..,ceeded from the
anxiety and exertions of the Governmeht to purchase it, and as they had
ncnv declared never to submit to a treaty made upon the basis of the five
milliohs of dollars, the Government would cease those exertions, and consequently their lands wohld. be sect~red; and furthermore, they thought
that the delegation were empowered to carry into effect that determination
only, and for -no other purpose whatever. Although this nccount '.vill give
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yon but an unfavorable opinion of the understanding of the Cherokee!,
and perhaps less so of the politjcal honesty of those who wP-re the instru·
ments of this most wretched delusion, yet it is incumbent upon me to relate
the whole truth, especially as this hnmiliatjng truth is necessary to the
defence of my own character·. Mistaken people ! VVhile lhey were congratulating themselves in the happy termination of their council, aud the
entire overthrow, as they thought, of the opposition, while they were expressing their joy, and spr-eading the glad uew"s in every direction, as they
dispersed from Red Clay, that the Jand was now saved, the delegation, with
powers in their hands· which to them may mean any thing pr nothing1
continued on the conncil ground, to add ii.uthcr stock to this m.ass of
equivocating.
•
Such were the impressions elltertained by one eluss of the Ch:rokees, but
there was another to be satisfied; the iuteJligence of the country1 those
who understood tbe situation of the Cherokees, and foresaw the conse~
quences of persisting to reject the propositions ior a tr~aty, those who
believed that a treaty was inevitable, and ought to be made speedily.
Entertaining snch views 1 it was natural to receive every t:'lvorable indication of a willingness in the peop1e to cede their lands. . W hat more could
be desired by them, therefore, than the full discreti~.mary powers that had·
now been conferred npon the delegati0n? The people had now waived ali
opposition, and had surrendered their couutry. So carried away were
they with this much desired state of thmgs, that they entirely overlool\ed
the insidious protest, with which the powei·s for a treaty were encumbered.
rrhcy thought that the difficulties \Vhich had so long oppressed the Chero·
kees were now in a fair way of being termi11ated. This consideration gave
them much Ratisfnction, and they left the conncil gronnd with rejoicings
founded upon impressions just t!te reverse of those J have described in the
preceding paragraph.
·
But here is not all. How ambiguous must be those powers tbat are not.
understood by those upon whom they are conferred. 'l'be delegation partook of the confusion of opinions that possessed the people. A portiou
of them considered themselves cloth~d wirh _full and lliJCjlHL1ified powers;
some 1 that tl•1ey could make a partwl cesswn, but could not treat npoa
money basis, as the people had resolved "never to submit to a treaty made
upon the basis of the five millions of dollars ;'1 some, for the same reason,
thought they \vere authorized to cede the entire country for money, but for
a sum e.r:ce.:ding five millions of do1lnrs; and others disclaimed the right
of selling one foot of land: alleging that the penple had not granted thf'
authority. These last were certainly corn=Jct, according to the nnderstanding of a majority of the people.
In all this confusion, what was tbe understanding of the author of the
resolutions containing the powers in question 1 At tbe very first meeting
of the delegation, I called his attention to the doubtful terms in which those
resolutions were couched, and wished to know the practical effects the
declaration of the people, that they would never consent to a treaty made
upon the basis of the five millions of dollars, was likely to have upon our
future deliberations. Was this declaration c-onsidered as a: limitation in
our instructions? Was it a sufficient obstacle to prevent us from treating
upon that basis? If so intended, it was a matter of great moment. For
what were the facts in reference to this particular matter 7 A previous
delegation, of which Mr. Ross was the leader, had made propositions to
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make a partial cession, which the Government rejected. They then proposed to sell the entire country for the genteel sum of twenty millions of
dollars, which, also, the Government rejected. They then proposed to refer
th.~ matter to the Senate for its award, giving a written obligation to be
bound by the award, whatever it might be, and to induce their people to
a?cept of the same. That award was made, authorizing the President to
gnre the Cherokees "for their lands and possessions not exceeding five
millions of dollars." Now, here is a resolution containing a declaration of
upwards of oue thousand Cherokees, that they ·will never consent to a
treat'! rnade upon the basis of that award. Supposing we proceed to
Washington city, and shall not be able to treat upon any other basis but .
~he basis established by the Senate, will that declaration prevent us from
treating? Are we so limited aud instructed by the people 1 Mr. Ross said
he th(')u,g-ht we were ! This avowal, under the circurnstance&.,ii was made,
appeared to me equivalent to an avowal that no treaty would be concluded.
The various opinions which I have briefly described were quickly disseminated through the nation. ·ConflictinO" views were advanced as to the
object of the delegation, the great body ofthe people being under the impression that it was to secure the land, the others supposing it was to sell
t!te land. vVhen a porti~n of the delegation eorroboratP-d the-latter opinion,
Jt created considerable uneasiness, especially in a particular section of the
country where nothing of that kind was dreamed of. "We have just
returned," they said, 'r from Red Clay, where the treaty was voted down,
and where we declared we would never consent to a treaty; and how
cor~e.s this delegation. to c.him the right of ceding the c.ountry ?" To
·satJsty themselves, they sent an embassy to Mr. Ross, wishing to have a
direet information upon that point, to know what was actually their intentiou. It is easy to apprehend what ought to have been the reply of a c.audid person, under R~ )ss's circumstances, possessing, as he did, the entire
confidence of an ignorant and confiding people. It ought to have been
plain, direct, and unequivocal., such as this: '~I have done what I could to
have our nation reinstated; I have failed. There is now no other alternati\'e, for the salvation of the Cherokees, but to make a treaty, and to treat
is to sell the lan.,d." But what was his reply? He told them that they
may rest assured that he was their friend, aud that the delegation would
Mt leaoe them in a worsf! ~·ituation than they tcere ·in. Poor consolation
to a perishing people! Whether those to whom this reply of the Delphic
Ora.cle was sent were satis.fir:d and appeased, I have not had the means
~)f ascertaining. I lea ve it to you now, to say whether all these proceedings
were iu accordance with the spirit of our compromise.
4.. The last npou which I propose to speak, is the predetermination of
~lr. Ross and the majority of the delegation not to negotiate in the Cherokee conn try, but at a11 events to proceed to the city of Washington. It is
true, in the compromise, we speak of n treaty to be made, or which may be
made, hut we never presumed one moment but that, under the circumstan~~es then existing, a treaty would be made on the ~round. A commissioner
of the United States was there, prepared to negotiate with tbe Cherokees
npon the very basis recommended by the Senate of the United States, and
ar:ceded to in advance bv a prtwious delegation, headed by Mr. Ross himself.
We could not imagine," therefore, how Mr. Ross could consistently refm:e
to act in accordance with that obligation. When the matter was brought
·ur,fore the people, that is, when the compromise and the resolutions were
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presented for their .confirmu.tion, the expression ': he~e or els£wlure/' vrp
used' by Mr. Ross, m speaking of where the delegatiOn may carry ou tije
negotiations. Mr. Ross distinctly used that expressed, and it was S<T i~
terpreted into the Cherokee language, although, it seems, it was not so
written, for in perusing rhe ;·esolutions a day or so after 1 I noticed the
word fVushington was used m the place of elsewhere.
There was anoth~r expression nsed in the papers to which I hav.e so
often recurred, which no one but those in the secret imagined could have
any bearing upon the futnre course of the delegation. \Vhen they were
clothed \Vith power to negotiate " here or elsewhere," with a commissioner
of the United States, the expression havi11g full po1ver$ was used. 'fhat
is, with 'a commissioner having full powers. Nowr to us, all these were
harmless expressions, and we .never one moment supposed tbat any advantage would be or could be taken. But have patience while I expose
the intrigue and insincerity of these very men who how cl1nrge us with
a violation of faith, and are so vociferous in their denunciations against us,
because they 'Would not permit us to fulfil owr obligations to them. You
will say, how can that be? I \Vill tell you how it has been.
A~l the ·preliminary arrangements for . n egotiations being made on the
part of the Cherokees, the delegation appointed: al}d powers conferred upon
them, the commissioner of the United States was accordingly informed
it, and requested to state what tirne he would wish to confer with the delegalion. He appoiri.t ed a certain hour of the day, at which time the first
t'onference took place. "rhe cc;>mn1issioner presented his letter of appointment from the Secretary of '\Var. He said he was author~zed by the President of the United States to enter into a treaty with the Cherokees east:
for all their lands: under the basis awarded by the Senate at its last session.
He then went into a particular history of the circumstances which broug-ht
about that'·award. So far as the amount was concerned, it was a settled
question ; it was settled by the Senate, at the r~quest of Mr. Ros<>; of course
the PresidP.nt could not transcend that aq1011nt. He was, therefore, inst:·ucted to go just so fi:u as the Senate hal:l permitted the President to go, aud
now he stood l'eady to uegotiate ·with the Cherok<~es to the extent of his
powers, and a little beyrmd.
The cons.u ltation which took place after the above conference, fully
brought to light the designs and the system of evasion tbnt had been carried
on during the memorable council. Doubts wt>re now suggested whether
they could treat with the commissioner, fron1 the fact that be was ncting
under a letter of the SP.cretary of War, and not under a commis·s. ion from
the President! "We are authorized," said Mr. Ho~s and his friends, "to
treat with a commissioner having full powers, but certainly this man hns
not 'full powers, because he has no commission frou1 the President. However, this objection may be waived. Yet we camwt treat with llim, because he proposes to negotiate only npon the basis and principles whiCh
the people have alrendy 'rejt:cted, in the declaration that they ne1;er 'will
consent 'to a treat'y r;nade upon the basis of the five 'millions r1' dollars.'~
Upon these two positions they planted themselves, and proved impregnable
to the assaults of the commi~sioner. Bnt did they gain their obj(·ct by
simply re(using to treat? Would that satisfy them, or satisfy the people,
many of whom were anxiously watching the result of the expected negt ..
tiations, ' and trembling in anticipation of the fearful coil'sequenct ~s, in case
no treaty was made '? One step furth er 2 they gained the point at which
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they 'vere aiming during the whole council. "Although," they said, a we
<:annot negotiate with the present commissioner, accordin.t.r to our instructions, yet from the pou;er we are intrnsted with, to negotiate here or at
Wasltington, ( l'Vashington was no\\' openly avowed,) we cnn go to the
seat of Gov-ernment, and make a treaty under the eye of the 'President
hirnselt:'' No sooner said, than a pretended determination was made, to
take a step already predetermined.
V\rithout offering any propositions
thetnselv~~~, it was decided to put an end to the negotiations, and to proceed
as speedily as possible to vVashington City. Upon this decision the grand
delegation, into whose bands the destiny of a nation was committed, dispersed to their homes, after having appointed a certain time to leave for
Washington, and after being ·notified by the commissioner to attend a11other
eonncil at New Echola, on the 21st Decernber folLowing. ·
Such was the end of all the movements at Hed Clay. 'rhe leaders and
principal actors iu all these tran~actions, bad come together with a settled
determination to evade the commissioner and his propositions. All their
movements tended to that lioint; all their papers were drawn for that purpose; all their talks, speeches, and explanations, were evasive, dark, and
l).nmeaning. They accompljshed their object by a system of delusion.
To otie portion of tile Cherokees they were the saviours of the ]and; to
to the other, agents by whom a cession of tbe land was to be made. 1Vith
these two charactcrfl, directly oppoc;ite, they were about to p1:oceed to
Washingtou, when official communications were addressed to them by
order of the President, informing them that rhey would not be received
hy him as a delegation ; that he would uegotiate no treaty with them in
Washington; that if a treaty was made it must be made in the Cherokee
country, \~.<- ith the commissiouer then there, and according- to the basis settled by the Senate. In this state of things, what was the duty of thes8
men, who had abstracted the entire power of the nation into their own
hands 'l It wa.-5 not necessary to consider whether the determination of the
·President was right or wrong, but what, under the circumstances, was
practicable to be done; and this rnnst depend upon the question, whether
the President had declared the truth, and whether he would adhere to his
declaration'] If be was likely to adhere ro what he had said, then it be·
came a matter of serions consideration, whether the delegation ought to
push forward to \Vashington , reckless of all conseqnerices. In 1his critical
moment, did they act as wise men ; as practical, common sense men ;. as
patriotic men, unswayed by pr,rsonal prediledions and prejudices? Did
they choose the least of two evils _: to meet the commissioner at New Echota,
to re-open negotiations, and: if necEssary, to leave the whole matter to the
people'] No; they plunged into u fearfnl 'l Wcertainty, by rushing iu the
very face of the official dec1aration that tfuy would uot be received by the
PresirlenL They accordingly left the Cherokee country about the 1st of
Oecember, on t!Jeir wav to the seat of Government.
Now, sir, under the Circnm-:tilnces \Vhich I. have briefly enumerated, what
was the course which patdoti::;tn snggested to me and my nssociates, :vho
had agreed to a compromise for the purrose of effecting one great object,
the relief of the Cherokees by a trealy? For that objPct alone the compmmi:se wa'i madE\ and to effect that . only it was binding. Now, was it
likely to be accomplished ? This was tile sole question for us to decide,
and we decided in the necrative: becnm;e, 1. A treatv could not be m:1de by
the delegation at "'\Vashington , nccording to the otfici~tl notification. ~?.
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cause they would not make a treaty npon the only bnsis that it could be
made. But what was to be done? Were we to sit still under the impres..
sion that we had tied our hands by the compromise, and see the "constitu.
ted authorities," as they, are pleased to style themselves, lead a suffering
community to destruction, by a system of delusion? We did not so judge
our duty. There was still an opening-, by which the very purpose of the
compromise, the execution of which by the other party had 11ow been
rendered hopeless, might yet be carried into effect; and that was to attend
the council at New Echota on the 21st of December, appointed by the
commissioners of the United States, for the purpose of entering intone~
gotiations with the Che1·okee people. We did attend, wi :h a respectctble
I,ortion of onr countrymen; and the result of onr deliberations at the
council \vas, the treaty now before the Senate, and which has furnished to
Mr. Ross the charge to which I have been replying.
There is another fact connected with this subject, which will show the
unreasonableness of the charge alleged against us. During the negotiations at New Echota, it was suggested that possibly we might he mistal<en
in supposing that Nlr. Ross's delegation 'Would uot or could not make a
treaty; that the President might recrive them and negotiate with them;
nnd that they might propose to treat upon the basis o:ffered by the Government. Measures were taken to meet such possible contingencies. '1'he
delegation who were appointed to accompany the treaty to Washington,
were, therefore, expressly instructed to lay no obstacle in tile way of the
fir!ilt delegation, if they found that ther had been received, and were in a
course of negotiations with the Government, or were likely to consummate
a better treaty. This trust was faithfully fnlfilled, as yon will see from the
following letter addressed by the second dt>leg:ation to the first:

\VAsHrNGTON CrTY, }1:bncary, 5, 1836.
'rhe undersigned, a del egation appointed at a general
ccmncil held in New Ecbota, in Decembe.r last, and convened clgreeubly to
n public notice signed by William Carroll and J. F. Sehel'merhorn, commissioners of the Unitetl States to negotiate with the Cherokees east, herewith subrnit to your consideration the accompanying articles of a treaty.
We do this in complianc.e with the instructions of the council, which will
be found in the copy of the journal also herewith submitted.
lt is needless, gentlemen, to speak at large upon the imperious considerations and urgent ncces~.ity which has compelled yonr constituents at home
to negotiate this treaty. Those considerations and that necessity are found
in the suffering condition of our people, the urgency of some relief, and
the uncertainty of _it, as was apprehended, from the fact that yon were
officially informed: before you left the Cherok1 e country, that the President
of the United States would not receive your delegation; and that if a treaty
was made, it must he made with the people at home, according to the instructions given to the commissioners, one of whom was then 'In the conntry. T .h at uncertainty was also greatly increased from similar declarations
that were made to the council at New Echoto, and the circumstances that
had brought abont the award of the Senate last winter, and a certain pro~
ttst, signed at Red Clay and appended to the instrument of writing, thnt.
gave yon authority as a delegation, declaring that that award of the Seu,
GENTLEMEN:
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a.te, made n pon the reference of our own delegation, would uever be act'epted.
It appeared to the council, therefore, that there was no other alternative
left but either to linger out another miserable year, subject to all the privations incident upon the oppressive legislations of the States, or immediately

to settle the perplexed difficulties by a treaty arrangement.
In doing what the people have done at New Echota, it was with no
view to lay any obstacles in your way. They were desirous that the matter should have been settled by yon, if practicable, and they have instructed
us, as their delegation, to proceed in such a manrier as not to retard any
good work that you may have done, or can do, for the benefit of the Cherokees. In compliance, therefore, with that instruction, we assure you of
the heartfelt satisfaction ihat it would give us, and certainly our constituents, if you have settled, or can snttle, our difficulties with the Government
by a treaty. The treaty we now present to you, was signed, as the best that
cnn be obtained from the Government: so it was considered by those who
sig1wd it. If, upon a perusal of it, you will, in your wisdom, consider that
a better can be made, and will be enabled to effect one, it will rejoice us
much, and we will congratulate our country in the happy consummation.
You will perceive, from the copy of the journal we herewith transmit,
that we are instructed, in case that you have not already made, or are
able to make, a better, to urge the ratification of this treaty, and we
shall proceed to the performance of that duty as soon as we shall be satisupon that point. As the case is very urgent, the misery of our people
nmulating every day, we trust we may be enabled soon to know y~..1ur
prospects and views upon this most important matter. If you think the
tr1~aty we send you is the best that can be ohto.tined from the Government,
of which we are decidedly convinced, but will propose any modification or
alteration whieh will be to the advantage of our people, we shall be happy
mlending yon any nssist,~uce in onr power.
:Major RIDG E,
JAMES FOSTER,
LONG SHERE,
and others.
~tessr~. JoHN Ross and OTHERs,
Cherokee Delegation, now in Jl'ashington City.

To this letter Mr. Ross has not deigned to give a reply, a nd I infer his
I'.Jlirosr>eclts of making, not to say a betier treaty, from a letter of the Comer of Indiau Affairs, addre~sed to hirn and his associatPs, of which
the followiug is an extract :
"The delegation of the Cherokee nation, of which some of you were
mhers, and wbieh visited this city last winter, was emphatically assured
· the last session of Congress, and that assurance was officially rein the course of lhe follo\ving autumn: that no delegation would be
ved here to make a treaty ; and in defiance of that notification, you
ve come on and presented yourselves for that purpose. -How could you,
nder such circumstances, imagine that you would be received by tlle dertrnent as the d11ly constituted representatives of the Cherokee people?
is not easy to account for that strange error <ff opinion, unless it arose
m the courtesy with which yon were treated, when yon called upou th e
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~resident and Secretary of War."

QG
[The letter from which tlte foregoing

Js extracted, is dated February 13, 1836.]

I!1 .this state of things, utterly nnable himsdf to consummate a treaty,
whiCh he may think preferable,. Mr. Hoss is using his influence to defeat the
Dnly measure that can give relief to his suffering people. W"hy is it? Does
he expect a better treaty? And has be plans in operation to induce such
un expectation'! It is uot pretended. He says he is doing the -will of the
people, and he holds their authority; they are opposed, and it is enough.
Tl1e will of the people ! The opposition of the people!! This has been
the cry for the last five years, until that people have become but a mere
wreck of what they once were; all their institutions and improvements
_utterly destroyed; their energy enervat~d; their. moral character debnsed:
corrupted, aud ruined. The whole of that ca,t astrophe, I mean aside from
the mere loss of the soil, a trifle in consideration with other matters, wl1ich
has overwhelmed and crushed the Cherokees, might have been averted, if
Mr. Ross, im;tead of identifying himself with the contemptiblB prejudice
f~n nded npon the love of tlte lrtnd, h~1.d met the crisis manfully as it became
hun to do; and unfolQ.e.d to his confiding people the sure termination of all
H~ese things, they might now have been a happy and prosperous comtN:mty, a monument of his forecast and wise administration as an Indian chief.
Bu~, n? sir, he has dragged un ignorant train: wrought upon by near sighted
preJudice and st.npid ob·;tinacy, to the lnsi brink of destrnctit)n; and now,
when he would take the same measures, that he has so long discarded, to
save his followers from the drendful dilemma in ·which he has placed them,
he cannot even have that poor consolation. He stands surrounded by a
hungry: naked, and destitute people, surprised at his unwise courE-e, ttnd
confounded,at his near sighted policy.
Very .respectful] y,
ELIAS BOLTDINOT.

I\ EW EcHOT A, Not· ember 25, 1836.
To Mr. JoHN Ross.
SIR: In the foregoing· letter addressed to a friend, at first not intendfd
for publication, I haYe taken the liberty to comment npon your course in
reference to our political conc.erus, e~pecially in reference to that part of it
connected \Vith tbe compromise. I am not aware of having done yon the
least injustice, althongh what reference I have made to certuin parers and
documents was altogether from memory. My object was ~o give facts;
not so much to state bow trJe powers conferred upoll the delegation were
drawn, but !t.o1l' they were understood, and wbat action took place upon
them. On this point I am not mistaken ; I cmmot be mistaken in reference
to transactions which occmTed before my eyes and in my hearing. The
flcts stated by me can be proved by legal testimony. I conld produce affidavits, if.your friends would allow me tbe use of their tesl'imouy, that ewn
your vice-chief did not think that vou were anthorizt>d to dispose of the
land. I can pmdnce nffidavits to sho,v· that at least one o[ the "regular''
delegatwn expressed himself vehemently agaillst the cession of land: upon
the g·round that yon wen~ not anthorized to make n <Cession, and this, too,
at t1ie time wheri you \Yere presenting yourself to the Gm.'ernment as spe-
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ciaHy authorized for that purpose. I can produce affidavits from the people, whose will, you say, mu~t regulate your conduct in all cases, to show
that yon were never understood, by the majority of those people: to have
received the authority in questjou.
What then? perhaps you will say. I ans\;er, acf~ording to those facts,
you must either have been deceiving your pEople or deceiving the Governme~Jt. If you were acting in accordance with the will of the people, as
you allege you were, then yon were deceiving the Government, when you
presented yourself as specially authorjzed to make a cession of the land ;
and if you were in earnest with the Government, you were deceiving your
people, for you were acting against their will, and against their authority,
as they understood that authority. I care no! how plainly the powers
under which you atteinpted to act were written, or how it is possible they
can otht:rwise he understood thail they are generally understood by English
readers; that bas nothing to do with the understanding of the people, to
whom all their political information has been communicated hy written
papers, couched, not unfreqnently, in very ambiguous terms, and through
the medium of iaterprcters not always capaLle of conveying the true sense
or meaning of the English.
_
But upon th~s point I need not proceed further. I have already stated
that the letter to which 1 have here briefly alluded. was not written with a
view to its publication. Eveu your memorial t~ the Sennte, protesting
against the New Echota treaty, in which you make very free with my
name, was not sufficient to provoke me to pnblish it. l have, howeve~,
met with two printed pamphlets: one purporting to be a memorial of a mlnority of your ilelegation to the Honse of Repr,esentnti ves; and the other
a. letter to a friend, signed with your name, and dated July 2d, 1836. In
these there is an evident attempt to present my character to tile p~1blic iu
@obnoxious light . Yon have indirectly ch<trged me with hypocnsy: s~r
vility, duplicity, and the like, which~ if true, must forever degrnde me m
the eye of a virtuous community. You present those charges under such
circumstances, and in such a way, a~ to be taken for truth by persons unacquainted with our affairs, e:-pecinlly if I were to sit still nnd permit your
.a,spersions to go abroad without i1 reply . . I am, therefore, called t~p?n, by
the duty I O\iTe to myself, and to the community, whose good opmwn, .of
course, every one I\)USt desire to possess, to make the foregoing letter pnbhc,
and to add another addressed to yourself.
[u this controversy: 1 am well aw;ue of the disnd,rautnges undn which
I labor. I am but an humble individual, and I do not clairn anything- incideutal to any station or calling to recommend me to the sympathies
thA
public. You, on the ot!Jer hand, have presentPd yourself as tbe "priru:irwl
.ckirf," a title, under other times, and under other circumstances, conferred
upon \ ou by an Indian community, but to which, I perceive, \vhen those
circumstan('es have long since ceased to existj you ding with the most
unyielding pertinacity. Yon present yourself, also, as a persecuted chief;
and yon kn~w well the ad~antage which that t~th}, must give, by exciting
the sympathres of the pubhc towards you: and Hs execrations npon your
alleg-ed persecutors. You claim: likewise, to be tlle .fa'vorite chief, whom
~e Cherokees are accustomed to honor, and yon even go so far us to strike
a comparison bet\veen yourself and the illustrions 'iV nshington. AU these
claims anp preten~ions, and yonr charges against me, are field forth to the
public by a hin'd but a practised pen. - Against this whnle array of titles,
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claims, pretensions: charges, &c., I can bring nothing but what clear conscience and integrity will furnish me, dressed up by the aid of my own
limited abilities and feeble pen.
-:..t\mong the many charges that have been made against me and my associates during this unhappy controversy, is that of being interested persons.
This has been often repeated, and some have gone so far as to say that we
have been bought or bribed, and hence our subse1•viency to the G-overnment
in this matter. I pen~eive, in your communications, you employ the term interested, whicl~ you evidently intend to apply to us. \<Ve do not deny that we
are deeply interested in the result of this question: as Cherokees, and in common with other Cherokees, we cannot but be deeply interested. 'l'o represent us in any other lfght, is an unprovoked assault upon our reputation.
But the charge, that we have been actuated, in all our efforts to effect a
treaty for the removal of the Chemkees, by iuteresled 'motives, has so often
heen made, you have finally undertaken to endorse it, and it is in that light
you attempt to represeut me. I do not now particularly refer to what you
have said in your communication,. but to what you have repeatedly alleged
to these confiding people. What is the nature of those interested motives;?
Are they political or peen n iary? 1-,he fonm~r is too insignificant to de~erve
notice. That you mean the latter, in other words, that, by the consummation of a treaty, I am to be benefitted in a pecuniary point of view, or
to receive some special adva11tage, it is easy to surmise. I may here content myself by denying the allegation) and throwit1g the burden of proof
upon you, according to the maxim of all civilized nations, tbnt the accuser
mnst prove his charges before the accused crrn be account~d guilty.
And where is your pro.of in .support of this grave charg-e'! You are acquainted with Indian t;reaties, and you understand the mode of fonhing
them, and securing special advantages. Yon have made such treaties~ and
you have seen such special ad,v antages secured in them. Are they not
found upon the very face of the instruments themselves 7 and are not the
names of the persons to be thus benefitted broadly inscribed upon them?
You know it is so, universally so, when~ special reservations are given.
~Vhere, then, can you find, in the treaty which you so much oppose, and
which you allege has been the result of self-interest, my name · identified
with anything that will give me any pecuniary advantage over my fellowcountrymen '1 Perhaps yon will answer, that my nama is found among the
committee of thirteen to transact all the business of the Indians, and hence
I hav·e secured to myself a lucrative office. It so happens, however, which
will be sufficient for my defence in this respect, that not one cent is provided, under the treaty, even for the e.2·penses of the committee.
It may be said, perhaps, that notwithstanding I have taken precaution to
prevent any showing of selfinterest upon the face of the treaty, I am, nevertheless, to reap some great pecuniary advantage under its execution or
operation. The execution of the treaty has now sufficjently progressed
either to cofirm or refute that assertion; and how is it? Instead of 1 being
benefitted over my fellows, it is you. Any person need but look to the lists
of valuations, to be convinced upon this point. And how is it possible that
I can receive any extro pecuniary advantage under the present treaty? To
be sure, I might have had the same opportunities with soine of my country·men to speculate upo11 the i~norance and credn lity of our citizens; I could
as easily have taken advantage of their w~akness, and ingratiated myself
into their good fn.vor) by pretending to be a land lov·er, and deluding them
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hopes aud expectations which I myse if did not believe wou~d be
; and, under tlmt deep delusion - into which our people have been
wn, I could have purchased their possessions and cluims for a trifle,
thns have enriched myself upou the spoils of my countrymen: but I
detested that vile speculatioll. I have seeu others engaged in i.t, and
, too, who were understood to be your friends, and consequently opposed
a treaty. \Vhat speculatiou have I made, then, which y•)U might allege
treatv was made to confirm to me?
in: It is well known that while yon were adding one farm after an ~
, anQ. stretching your fences over hills and dales, from river to river,
through S\Vamps and forests, 110 doubt 1 (for I can conceive no other subJ
· r~ason for such unusual condnct;) with a view to these very times 1
'le yon were making these great preparations, which have !lOW
out to be a pecuniary advantage to you; J was here, toiliug·, at the
trying time of our difficulties, for the defence of our rights, in an
ous employrn;Jnt, and with a nomiual salary of thTee hnndred dollars
, entirely neglecting my own pecuniary interest. You know it is so 1
too notorion s to eaH for denial; and yf't yon would pres<:>nt me as
actnatt~d, in this affair, by interested motives!
her of your charges is, that I acted a hypocritical part ip going with
"got up" delegation, after having declined to go with the "regular "
tion. To prove my hypocrisy, yon have published my letter of resig. A bare iuspec!ion of that letter must show the unreasonableness of
charge. \Vill you not admit that ] had a right to resigu my station
delegate for ample reasons, or such as 1 considered ample reasons, as
forth in the foregoing letter; and, having so resigned, that I had the
to go with another delegation, wliose prineiples of action were more
inl t0 my views? Even, then, npon the very ground you seem to
me: J am not so culpable ns you would make ont I did accept
JOintment ns one of the ';regular delegation,;, at Red Clay, and diu
to net in good faith towards you, and did so act as long I believed,
that you hi.ld actrd in good faith towards me and my associates, but that
was a prospect of a treaty being madr, for which object alone l had
the appointment. How long I could consistently flatter myself
such a belief will appear frorp the history nf the transactions at Red
, as narrated in tiJC preceding letter. I say, then, upon that view of
case, I had the right to resign- as n. member of your delegution, and to
with another; and I see no reason why yon should brnnd me with
· , if I cbose uot to be invested with a seeming authority which
, to my satisfaction, to he a fraud upon the good sense of every
ce capable of the least discernment.
But, siri even under such circumstances, I was not disposed to talm a
which would expose me to any cha1'ges from you, however groundless
'nst they might be. It is well known to my friends, that after the
•mpronm'se was made, even after you !tad v-iolated it, I was desirous that
mmissioner should waive his instructions to convene a council at
Echota, n.nd go with you to Washington. It is well known to many
Mr. Ridg.j and myself urged that course upon the commissioner, for
purpose of conciliation and closing our difficulties in peace, and on acof the very urgency that
used, the good understanding that had
alllst~:ted between the commissioner and us was interrupted. These ;F
that can be corroborated by ample testimony, and are well know·
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rnany of your Cricuds, and may be knm..,·n
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prove tllat we acted ilypocritiea!ty. ~otwithstanding at!
your equivocations and violai.ions of the compromise, and the utter uncertainty rd1ich yon r procC'etlings had rendered the question of a trealy, I
had still concluded, with the most extreme reluctlluce, as you may well
suppose from that Uttcertainty, to go witi! yon to \Vasliill~ton. And Jet
me say, I should have gone, against my JUdgment: were it not for reasons

labored hard
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of a domestic nature. Upon the existence of these reasons; I sat down and
wrote yon the letter you have puhlisiJP.d.
That charge is also founded ·u pon the fuct th::.t. I signell, while a member
of your delegation, certain ·papers contnining views directly opposite to
those I huve since expressed, and npon \v'hich I have ncted. 1 should
have presumed that you would have hee;1 tbe last p<~rson to have broug-ht
fonvard sueh a charge, founded upon snch a reason. You knew very well,
and you uow know \rery well, that all tbe members of the delegation \\'ere
required to :sign those papers, not as the seuse of <?etch c~eleg<tte, but as the
sense of the majority of them. That wns your decision, for l expressly
made tlte question nt the time you bronght fonvnrd those papers. l gave
yon sutl1cient iutimation that l should sign them again st my judg·ment 1
':'hich I did, and for which net 1 have been superlatively ashamed ever
~lllce.

In connexion with this part of my letter, I will sny a word or t.wo in rc·
ference to a charge you ha\'e mnde against 1\lr. Ridge. "This being his
fourth entire revolntion in politics within ns many months, varying as often
as the moon, without the excuse of luuacy for hi~ change.n Let us ~ee how
this is. ln the first place, what arc we to understand by the term politics l
And what have been the politics of Mr. Ridge, and those who have acted
with him '! You know they have been identified \vith a treaty, as the only
measure to relieve these people, "l.vhile yours have been opposed to a treaty.
These have been the only politics known in this country, as existing among
the Cherokees themselves. Your charge against ..Mr. Ridge is, then, this:
itl going with you to vVashington, as one of' the "regnlar" delegation, he
changed his views in reference to a treaty, and in let:tving your delegation,
to advocate the New Echota treaty, he retraced his steps, and became the
advocate of a measure which he opposed v.rhile with you. This is your
misrepresentation, and it is precisely with what I have charged you in the
foregoing letter as a violation of the spirit of onr compromise, when you
" represented us as a faction returning to our allegiance." We went for a
treaty. Hence our opposition to yon, because yon \Vere opposed to it; nor
coLtld we act with you in concert until you had agreed that a treaty should
be made. That was the principle upon which the compromise was founded ; they were the politics of Mr. Ridge and his- associates. If Mr. Ridge
wns convinced thnt you were not disposed to fulfil your obligations which
that compromise imposed upon yon, hence no treaty was likely to be made
hy yon and your "regular" delegation, he acted but consiste,ntly, and in ac~
c01·dance with his politics, to leave you and advocate the New Echota
treaty. What you term as the "revo] ution in politics" is only an adherence
to his political principles. He stuck to you as long ~s there was a bare
probability of your doing what the compromise called for, and he left you
as soon as he was satisfied that even that bare probability did not exist.
Besides- the circumstances \'vhich 1 have enumerated in the ,preceding
~tter as obstacles in the accomplishment of a treaty contemplated in the
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compromise, l wiil state one other, which was enough to raise doL1bts. nt
least in tbe mind of 1v!r. Ridge, as to the sincerity of your professions. And
lt will give an apt illustratim1 of yonr oft repeated declaration, that you do
the will of the people!
There appeared in the public prints a statement s:gned by John Howard
P;tytle, giving an accormt of his captivity by the Georgia guard, accompanied by an address from the Cherokees to the people cf the Umted States,
written iJy the same person at your reqnest, and approved by you.; and if
we are to believe the \Vriter, that address was intended to be circulated and
signed by the Cherokee peop-le. Now, what is important to be known is·
this: that address was written, approved, ·and printed after the compromise
was made, and after the delegation (of which you were but one) had been
appointed. And what is material to the proper understanding of this matter
is another consideration: the compromise professed to b11ry i1i oblivion all
the ill feelings that had subsisted between the parties, and bad conferred
equal pnwer -upon each of the delegation, for the purposes for which they
werP appointed. Now let us see in what way you presumed to speak for
the Cherokee people, without their knowledge, and without the knowledge
of any other but the one whom yon employed to write for you----a stranger,
and, of conrse, not the most capable to n ndcrstand onr complicated difriculties. I have not that address by me, but I copy what \vas noted, as the subjects discussed in it, by another. person, immediately after reading it.
':It is a dramatical appeal from the President to the people. lt argues that
they n.re compelled to treat; tint the Government price is too small; that
the Cherokees do not wish ~o go to the west, to a conn try remote, unhealthy,
and undesiraLle; that if they are compelled to treat they \Yonld prefer to be
allowed citizenship in counties and towns. It speaks of some of their own
countrymen ns having been seduced from their policy by the United States;
their press taken, and their own people induced to publish falsehoods against.
their chiefs."
This is a correct statement of what was discussed in that address, and
I need not do more than prese11t~ in juxtaposition to that statement, the com- ·
promise which buried in oblivion all party dijfereuces, and your declantion
h!J.t you do the will of the people. At any i·ate, it is a most beautiful illnslration of whi?,t you say in yonr letter-'( It is { who serve under them,
not they under me!" Just look at it. An individual member of a del ega·
tio.1composed of twenty persons, upon the eve of commencing important
duties intr-usted to all collecli·,,ely, without consulting his associates, employs
a stranger to write an address of the Cherokee people; an address digested,
prepared, and approved without the knowledge of the pC'ople for wlv)m it
was intended, and to be sent to them for their signatures). an address containing dishonorable allusions to some of the delegation, and avowing political doctrines abhorrent to the people, at least never agitated by them; nn
address intended to commit, in ad vance, the nation to the views of one out
of a delegation of twenty persons ! This may be the way to do the will of
the people, and to obey their commands, or to serve under them~. If it is, I
must confess my entire ignorance of £t1C""a matters_
This address Mr. Ridge did not see until he reached Athens, Tennessee,
on his way to Washingtor1. What impressions it produced upon his mind,
will be seen from the letter he addressed yon at that place.
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ATHE~s, TENNESSEI:, 4th Dtce 1:ber, 18
S.rR: I have the honor to decline going on \Vith you to 'Yashington

after having read John Howard Payne's statement and the Cheroliee
dress to the people of the United States: prepared, no doubt, at your requeSfl'
and sng~estions. rrllat address unfolds to me your views of policy dittmetrically opposite to miuc and my friends, who will never consent to be
citizens of the States, or receive money to buy land in a foreign country. I
trnst that whatever you do, if you can efiect a treaty, that the rights of the
poor Indians, who are now nearly naked and homeless, will not be disregarded. Neither do I believe waging a political war, by appealing from the
treaty making power of the United States, will be of any service to our
people 1 but will result in their ruin.
*
.,. ·
*
*
Respectfully, yonr friend,
i;

JOHN IUDGK
!vir, Jor-u; Ross.
The reason he did not return and leave you at that time was your urgent. entreaty that he would go on, wh.ich he did, s6ll hoping that you
might be disposed aud enabled to effect a treaty for the removal of the
Cherokees. lt was not until that hope was eradicated by your cbutinued
evasive and non-committal policy, and the refusal of the Government to
negotiate with you at \Vashiugton, that he broke his connexion with you,
to do the best tile times and circumEtnnces pres:euJed. 'rltis yon have
called " revolution in politics.n It is an ad/terence to political principles.
One of your defences is in referenC'e to the cl1;11'ge that has been made
against yon as a reset·vee. It is said that, in a former treaty, negotiated,
too, by yonrself, you secured a tract cf land in fee simple, upon tile colldition that yon \Vere in future to remain a citizen of the United States. Accordiug to that condition, it has been alleged, you cannot claim auy rights
as an Indian, I am not disposed to go so far, or even to say thn.t. yon really did obligate yourself to become a citizen of the United States. Be that as
.it may, my objection to yon as a rcservee has been ideutified with my ohjectiou to the entire sy~tern. I am opposed to it upon the very ground on
which you say you took the resen.-ation, viz: Because it dispeuses special
grants to few individuals. It gives ground for that very charge of selfinterested motives, which has been so profusely heaped upon me and my
associates, bnt whether with an equal appearance of truth ; I leave you to
say~ and the public to judge.
But what further I have to say upon this subject is in reference to the
m.a.nner in which yon have explained this matter. I am sorry to be compelled to say any thing which will have the appearance of e!-larging you
with a want of jnstice or integrity. " But those who dwell in a glass house
ought to beware how they throw stones out of it." This controversy is not
of my seeking. If yon think I am too personal, I wish you to bear in
,m ind what you have said in reference to me. Your account of the matter
is as follows·: " There was a tract of land given to my ancestors by the
Cherokee nation. In the year 1819, the United States thought proper to
secure six hundred and forty acres of,that tract to me, as a special reservation." Now, sir, I am not disposed to say, from this statement, that yon
have stated what is not true, but I allege that you have not stated the
whole truth. It is true .that the Cherokees did give your ancestors a cerain tract of land; whether for services rendered, or a~ a gift, it is not rna·
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tetia\ for us to \mow; but it is not true that the land was given to them
e:-ccbtsively, but it was given to them and the ancestors of 'Vattsjointly. It
is true; as you state, that at the treaty of 1819, you being one of the princi.
pal negotiators on the part of the Cherokees, the grant to that certain tract
of land was confirmed to you e.t·clusively, as a " special" reservation. vVhy
Watts, who had an equal interest in that land, and which interest it was
your bounden duty, as a man of honor, to see protected and defended, instead of taking advantag·e of his weakness, and the circumstances which
grew out of your position, was excluded from @.n eqnal participation in that
land, is not, perhaps: for me to say ; bnt it behooves you, as you have triumphantly referred to that transaction, to satisfy the public upon this matter. Will you deny it? Can you deny it? Or will you say that it was
done with the consent or concurrence of Vv atts? You cannot even pretend to say so, because the contrary is too notorious in this country. vVatts
did complain, bitterly complain of the gross injustice done towards him;
but what could a poor ignorant man accomplish with a diplomatist? His
complaints and demands for justice were unheard, and his rimrmurings
soon hushed into silence.
·
.
It has beea suggested, from the words "of that tract," only a portion of
that land was confirmed to you, and, consequently, no injustice was done
to Watts. 'J1rue, if a portion of that land was given to you e.'t·clusively.
But it was uot so. Thet·e was a joint ownership between yourself aad
Watts, and yon had no more right to dispose ot one foot of that land, without his knowledge and consent, than you had to dispose of the whole. But
is it true that only a part of the original gift was confirmed to you, which
impression, it has been supposed, you intended to co11vey by the words
"of that tract?" I have made inquiries as to this matter, and I am told that
'f?Ur special r~servation o_f 610 acres inclnded t!te w~ole of the original
gtft, and took 111 some winch had never been granted, 111 order to rnake up

the drficiency.

·

What shonld have urged you to such an act of injustice has been a matterof surmise. Some have supposed that you _thought it was right, fl\Jm the
circumstance that 'Vatts, in the year 1817, or thereabouts, had enrolled to
remove to Arkans~s. That cannot alter the cas~, becanse his enrolment
could not affect his individua.l Jn·opcrty. And it seems ?JOU di~ not conBider his rights as a Cherokee citizen affected, b~cause lw has been, and, for
anght I know, is still, considered a member of yonr Red Clay council.
Another of yonr defences is in referf'nce to the charge that your poJicv
has been to get the money of tl~e nation into y~ur hands. The extent that
1have intended to charge yon 1s, that your policy has been to get the monev into the hands of whal you call the constituted authorities. I need
noi spend time to prove that, for yon avow it yourself in your letter, and
ytm contend for its propriety. 'Vhile you justify that policy, you make a
"monstrous misrepresentation" when you say tbat the treaty throws our
money into the hands of frontier agents. You will find no such provision
in the treaty. It seems that you have been hard run to find real objections
so that you have been compelled to make imaginary objections. The only
agent known in the treaty, and the only ?ne responsibl~ !o the Cherokees
for the disbursement of the money, accordmg to the provisiOns of the treatv
is the United States. This is in accordance with the universal practic~
established in all our past treaties with the Government.
·
Now what is your wish-what is your policy 1 You would place the
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five million s in the hands of the authorities of the uation; their JeceiptJ,
course, would discharge the United States, Let the lec1st reflecting mind
think, for a moment, of the operation of such a policy. Responsibility is
an essential ingredient in all money operatior:.s. And where is the respo
sibility of the Red Clay council . equal to the proper disbursement e>f
$5 000,000 ? A bare statement will show your policy to be consummator
ridiculous. \'Vill you say that the authorities of the nation is a sufficient
security? vVhat do you mean by that oft repeated word, when you know
there is 1w authority of the nation? You cannot, l may say you do not1
even pretend to execute a. -ten dollar judgment And what if there Will
authority 'J A single fact in the proceedings of the constituted council
will answer for an illustration.
Some years since, I think in the year 1824, an arrearage to a considerable amount was paid to the nation by the United States. Not being in
immediate \Vant of the money, the constituted authorit,ies (there was some
show of authority then) passed an act to loan it to the citizen/s of the
nation in sums not exceeding five hnndred dollars. I cannot say how
much was loaned out: but thus mt1ch I can safely affirm: a large portion
of what was loaned, perhaps to the amount of four or five thousand dollal'S,
It as never been collected to this dt~y: Here is a sample to show how well
your council would discharge the trust were the five rnillions placed in
their hands.
"If fWer I hold an office in the nation of my compatriots, it must be
from their election, not the nomination of an executive of another country."
"I am only one of their agents, and their elected chief." And again:
" The 11eople saw and understood it, and determined to preserve both without changing the fpirit of our laws, though they were forced to modify the
mode of their fulfilment." With what scrupulous fidelity you make the
assertions in these ext~acts will be seen ~rom the following short and simple
statement of facts, \vluch you cannot gamsay :
According to a provision of the Cherokee constitution, the office of the
principal chief and the members of the council are to be filled, the latter
by election of the people, for two years, and the former by the general
council, for four years. The last election held was in the month of August,
of 1830, and the next was to have been held in 1832. ln the same year,
in the month o~ October, came the election, by the council, for the princi·
pal chief. On account of a law of the State of Georgia, there was no
election he-ld in August, 1832 ; and, consequently, the members of the
council: who were, according to the constitutio~1, to elect the principal
chief in the month of October following, were not elected. In this state of
things, the mPmbers ?f the council, whose term of service was about to
expire, took the followm.g measures, at a called council, held, I think, in the
montli of August. I will be short. They passed a resolution appointin<r
twenty-four men,. selected (by· the -council) from the Cherolree people the~
on the ground,. the. aggregate number of which. did not e.t·ceed .two hundred. These twenty~ four . men . were required to meet, as· the resolution
expressed it, in convention.. I. claim to know. something of this -matter,
because I was a member of the convention. Two propositions were int.ro,duced: 1. That the Cherokee Government should .be continued, as it ·was,
for two years. This was my proposition. 2. That the Cherokee Government should be continued, , as it was, while ·our dijficulties .fasted. The
latter p_revailed, ·and it·. .was -sent to the-..council.a.<> the advice of the ·conven-
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tion, which the council very gravely accepted: and referred to the people
on the ground for ~heir confirmation. The members of the council, the
chiefs, and all, accordingly retained their seats after the expiration of their
term of office pre5cribed in the ·constitution, and have retained them ever
since.
•
Such is the simple history of this matter. For aught I know, this may be
only a ?nodification of the mode of fulfilling the CheTokee laws, i;\lthough it
has seemed to me to be an entire change of the principles of the Government.
And by ~ome new kind of construction 1t may be considered by you as the
act of the peozJle, although I can safely veutu re in the assertion, that tl1Tee
out of fivp do not even know, to this day, that such transactions ever
transpired. And for aught I know you may hold your office by the election
of the people, and may be their "elected chief," althou,g h there has been
1w election since the constitution, under which you cam1ot pretend to hold
your present office .
. I find in your letter a passage or two which confirm a puiut discussed
m the preceding letter. l have stated there that, according to the ambiguous terms in which your powers were drawn, from the fact that the Cherokees were made to declare, in a protest, that they wonld never consent to
a treaty made upon the basis of the five million dollars, it \Vas altogether
uncertain whether a treaty would be made by you at Washington~ even
ifthe President received you, and was willing to negotiate with you. The
passages to which I allude are these: '''Three times have the Cherokee
people formally and openly rejected conditions subRtantilllly the same as
these. \-Ve \Vere commissioned by the people, under express injunctions,
not to bind the nation to such conditions." And again: ':who (the nation)
unanimously protested, in open as.sembly, against any treaty .on the basis
of the five millions, under any circ~m1stances; and therefore, had I been
ever so much 0isposed to regard the ovinion as an award, the veTo oF
THE SATION settled the matter finally."
The ·i njunctions and the veto of
the nation are thnt which I have characterized ':the insidious protest,:'
which the people were made to declare, while they were supposed to be
giving full and discretionary powers. With your construction of that
protest, the qnestion of a treaty depended entirely upon the contingency
wbether the Pr~sident \Vould negotiate with you npon bases different from
those he proposed to negotiate. You declared, and you say the people
declared, that yon would not negotiate a treaty upon those bases; on the
other hand, the President declared he would 11ot negotiate upon a.ny other
base~. Who \vas to succeed in this strife? . If I had the weakness to
believe that General Jaekson would succeed, and if I acted upon that belief, I hope you will not charge me as wanting to the best interests of my

country.
It is a little singular that while yon declare the New Echota treaty to be
"deceptive to the \vorld, and a fraud upon the Cherokee people," although
it was made in the face of day, and in the eye of the nation, to prove your
assertion, you resort to matters which are deceptive and fraudulent. It is
deceptive to say that the o-r eat body of the Cherokees are opposed understaudingly to the New Ecl1ota treaty, and that they have understandingly
authorized you to. make another, with which they would be better pleased.
The fact is, these Cherokees, perhaps, have never spent on.e moment's
thought beyond that of loving and secnr~ng the laud upon 'Yhich they
live; their whole instruction has tended to that point. Accordmg to that
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instruction, and the impressions produced in their minds by your wa.M
candor and plain dealing, a portion of the Cherokees may be opposed
the New Echota treaty, but not more than they would be to any other.

as long as they understood you as trying to reinstate them in their country.
'This is the whole secret of this much talked of opposition. Is it right t
humor this delusion? Be candid with them; tell tbem that their country
cannot be saved, and that you want their authority to sell, yes, to sell it,
l:\11 authority which you have alleged to the Government you have received,
and you will see to where this opposition against a removal will go.
Again, it is a "fraud upon the world" to say that "upwards of fifteen
thousand Cherokees have protested against the treaty, solemnly declaring
they will never acquiesce," and to produce before the world a paper containing that number of signatures. Let us see how this matter is. I will
quote another seutence. "The Cherokee people, in two protests, the one
signed by twelve thousand seven hundred and fourteen persons, and the
other by three thousand two hundred and fifty persons, spoke for themselves against the treaty." In order to illustrate these, I take another from
your memorial. "The Cherokee population has recently been reported by
the War Department to be 18,000.'' Of these 18,000, there are upwards
of 1,000 blacks, who, you will not allege, have been among the signers.
Of the remaining sixteen or seventeen thousand, (for I have not the census
before me,) upwards of 1,000, at the lowest estimate, had been registered
for removal, none of whom, it' is likely, \vonld have signed any protest.
Here llTe then about 15,000, probably less, to 'do what? To '~protest,"
" SOLEMNLY DECLARE," to "sign/' to SPEAK for THEMSFL VES against the
treaty! I must confess my impotency to unravel such a mystery as this.
A population of 15,000 furnish 15,000 who are able ar.d competent to
declare and lo speak for thetnsehes! I suppose, however, we are required
to believe it implicitly. 'rhis must indeed be a wise and precocious nation.
Well may you say, "that owing to the intelligence of the Cherokee people,
they have a correct knowledge of their own rights."
In your memorial to the House of Representatives; in order to make the
acts of the "unauthorized minority" the more obnoxious, you attempt a
most flagrant deception upon thfl pu bUc. In order that I may not seem to
misrepresent you, I will quote yonr langnage. "rrbe Cherokees were happy
nnd prosperous under a scrupulous observance of treaty stipulations by the
Government of the United States, and, fi·om the fostering hand extended
over them, they made rapid advances in civilization, morals, and in the arts
and sciences. Little did they anticipate, that when taught to feel and think
as the American citizen, and to have with him a common interest, they were
to be despoiled by their guardian, to become strangers and wanderers in
tl:e land of their fathers, forced to return to the savage life, and to seek a
new home in the wilds of the far west. and that without their consent. An
instrument purporting to be a treaty \~ith the Cherokee people, has recently
been made public by the President of the United States, that will have such
an operation, if, carried into effect."
Now yon evidently intend to convey the impression, aud such would he
the view a person unacquainted with the true facts of the case would take
from your language, that the evils you have enumerated are t!te results of
the :'instrument purporting to be a treaty :' 1 that the Cherokees are "despoiled by their guardian" by 1neans of that instrument; that previous lo
the making and publishing of the instrument the Cherokees were in that
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happy and prosperons condition you have mentioned. Is all this so? Have
we indeed been the instruments of despoiling our nation? Have we destroyed their happiness, checked their civilization, and corrupted their morals?
The question again recurs, is all this true? At a distance, and with persons who have heard all that they know about Gherokee affai-rs through
vague mediums, and by means of such statements as you have been accustomed of late to send to the world, what you seem to have alleged in the
above extract may be taken for truth. But those who have watched attentively the progress of the Cherokee controversy from its commencement to
the present time ; those who know what was actually the condition of the
Cherokees before the making and publishing the "instrument" in question;
that they had already "become strangers and wanderers in the land of their
fathers;" those who have seen their happiness destroyed, their civilization
ehecked, and their morals corrupted, by circumstances long before existing;
those who know the entire prostration of the Cherokee Government, and
that you are clinging only to an empty title ; all these must know that you
have attempted to produce an impression not in accordance with facts ; that
instead of the despoliation being in consequence of the "instrument1" the
"instrument" has been the result of the despoliation. We cannot consent
to this unfair mode of presenting us to the public. 'VVe hn.ve suffered too
much, in common with our 'citizens in this general despoliation, to submit
silently to snch aspersions cast upon us in an indirect way.
Without the hazard of beiug presumed vain, I can w:ith propriety ask
you, who have done more to stern the progress of despoliation which has
overtaken this people than those whom you have now represented as the
despoilers of their country? Who have been willing to do more, to snfter
ID~ll'e, while doing and suffering was likely to be of any avail? To be sure,
With their views of what they owed to the1r countrymen, and what they
believed, in the sight of God, to be their duty, they did not resist the only
measure by which an entire despoliation could be prevenied, to the extent
that you have done.
Aslde from your objections to the New Echota treaty, upon the ground
that it was made hy a minority, and by persons unauthorized to make it,
(which: by the bye, if trne, is no new thing in Cherokee negotiations, as
some of the signers of your memorials can testify,) yon express your opposition to the details of it. I am not disposed to enter into a defence of the
treaty. I am not foolish enough to tell yon that it is unexceptionable. I
have not been disposed to make m.y wi.ll, or my opinion, as the sine qua non
in this matter. It is true,] have agreed to that instrument, and signed it;
but it does uot follow that the details are such as I would wish, or that I
can find no objection to the composition, which makes the treaty liable to
bear diff::!rent constructions. But I waive my objections; I take the treaty
as the h~~st that can be done for the Cherokees, nnder present circumstances;
a treaty that will place them in a better condition than they now are. On
this principle my qctions have been founded in reference to the treaty, and
I have no doubt of th•~ correctness of that principle.
But let us see how you present your obiections to some of the details of
the treaty; and first, yon r obj~ction to the title which is proposed to be given
to the Cherokees for tlH'\ western country.
The third article of the treaty provides: ':The United States also agree
that the la:1ds above ceded by the treaty of Feb. 14, 1833, including the
outlet, a~1d tlD.3e ceJed by this treaty, shaH all be included in one patent,
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executed to the Cherokee nation of Indians by the President of the United
States, according to the provisions of the act of May 28, 1830." 'fhe PJQI;
vision of that act of Congress is as follows : " ,.rhat in the mal\ing of sueh
exchange or exchanges, it shall and may be lawful for the President .sd~
lemnly to assure the tribe or nation with which the exchange is made, thM
the United States will forever secnre and gnaranty to them, their heirs or
successors, the country so exchanged with them, and., if they prefer it, tb.a.t
the United States will cause a patent or grant to be made and executed tG
them for the same : Provided, always, That such lands shall revert to the
Vnited States if the Indians became extinct, or abandon the same."
The fifth article of the treaty provides: "The United States hereby cove~
nant and agree, that the lands ceded to the Cherokee nation in the forego
ing article shall in no future time, without their consent, be included within
the territo~iallimits or jurisdiction of any State or Territory. But they shall
secure to the Cherokee nation the right, by their national councils, to make
and carry into effect a1l such laws as they may deem necessary," &c.
These are the promises from which you have formed a most curious inference, by a course of reasoning which cannot even be entitled sophistical. I present these matters only to show how unfair you are even when
you pretend to reason. But to illustrate your logic: "The pretended treaty
e.1.:pressly avows," you say, "that it is undr.r the law containing the clau~e
a!Jove quoted, and other similar laws: that the transfer is made; and the
Indian title is to ~e subject, not only to those laws already existing, Lnt to
such Jaws as may be !nade hereafter." When the treaty refers only to the
act of lVIay 28, how do you make out that it "e.rcpressly avows" that the
transfer is made under that law and "other simHor laws," and the Indian
title is to be subject to " those la.ws'' and those "u:hich may be made hereafter!" The treaty provides that the lands ceded to the Cherokees shall
in no future time, witlwu,t their consent, be included within the territorial
limits or jurisdiction of any State or Territory.:' Now let us see how gravely
and wisely you reason upon that. "Snppose it should suit the policy of the
United States, hereafter, to pass a law organizing a territorial government
upon the Cherokee lands west? Those laws necessarily destroy the char~
acter of the Cherokee nation as a distinct community ; the nation becomes
legally e.rctinct; and the lands revert to the United States." 'fhe act of
May says, if the Indians become ex· tinct, then the lands shnll revert, &c.
You infer hence that the law organizing a territorial government upon the
Cherokee lands, which can be done only with their consent, according to
the treaty, will make the nation exti?~Cl: and the lands will hence revert to
the Uni~ed States. This is spleudid reasoning, no doubt. It is the first
time I have heard Indian ex-tinction to mean legal extinction.
But to state the matter in a short way. According to the provisions of
the treaty, a patent is to be given by the President of the United States for
all the Cherokee lands west, agreeably to the provisions of the act of May
28, 1830. That act secures those lands to the ()herokees by a guarantee
as strong as the United States can make it, \Vith a single proviso, that if
the lndil:lns become e.rctinct or remove, then those lands shall revert to the
United States. According to the treaty, in no future time is a territorial government to be formed over tho~·e la~nds, without the conseut of the Chero·
kees. From these plain provisions yon build an argument to show that
the Indian title is subject, not only to the act of :May, 18:30, and to s1'milar
acts, but to other acts which rnoy hereafter be made; that if tbe Govern~
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ment should see fit to organ\ze a ten\.tory ove:r tbe Cherokee con.t\try, the
nation wi1\ become legally e.1-·tinct, and the lands will revert to the United
States; and hence the title pretended to be given in the treaty is good for
nothing! This 11? doubt is conclusive reasoning j1·om the prernises!
Again: 1'o show your unfairness in argument, ahd bow you present
your objections to the treaty by perverting its language, 1 will quote \Vhat
y~Ju say in regard to the introduction of :' useful farmers, mechanics," &c.
"But this very article" (the article providing that intruders into the Cherolree connti:y should be removed by order of the President of the United
States) "is clogged with a worse than neutralizing condition ; a conditibn
that it is not to prevent the introd.nction of useful farmers, mechanics, awl
teachers: nnder which denomination some future Executive of the United
States may find it- convenient, hereafter, to overwhelm the original populatlm," &c. I consider this a most palpable pElrversion, which the writer of
your letter (may be from misinformation) has attempted to impose upon ·the
ptiblic. He has left out a most important clause in the provision, which
gives entirely a different construction from what has been attempted to · be
ppressed upon the· reader, according to treaty stipulations.. That is,
the article referred to " is not intended to prevent the residence of useful
farmers, nJechanics, and teachers, for the instruction of Indians, according
It treaty stipulations ;" which must be understood as meaning the conse11 t
the Cherokees given in treaty stipulations.
A similar perve1:sion is made n p9n what the treaty stipulates respectin<r
posts and roads, which, yon say, may be made at any time and at
e. Yon leave out what the treaty avows to be the object, and for
object alone those military posts and military roads may be made~
the interest and protection of tlze Cherokee country. And how is this
· consistent with yonr past entreaties to the Government for mili. and protection? Have you not made o!1e applicatiori after another
establishment of the military in this country, for the interest of this
? And have yon not been willing that su.~h a military shonld . have
use of as much land, timber, &c. as may be necessary for the purpose
for the obj~ct, the interest and p1·otection of f:h_e C!~erokee country ?
conceive .why you should become S( -~ensitl ve m regard to this
. Is it because the treaty obligates the Umted States to do the very
you have been asking and entreating: may be done? Understand
am not speaking .of t~e advantages .or disadvar~tages _of a military;
do I say that no evzls wll.l result from It. Such evils whiCh may result 1
should so "suit the policy of the United. States," are incidental to onr
condition and the nature of our connexion with the Government of
States ; to our weakness and dependence, and the power of the
States. ,.rhe military has been necessary to our safety and interest ·
JtretOl(lre, and it may be necessary hereafter. That it may be put to
and oppressive purposes is ·a nother question, and a .contingency!
, incidental to our very conditi~n. Bt~t what re.medy do you proYou cannot prevent those possible evils of winch you speak: " if
ld suit the policy of the United States," by running in the very fc1ce
Government, and by sfriving to retain, entirely, ari · independent
which is impracticable, and, perhaps: not desirable. If you want
evils resulting from the mili~a-ry, and the application of a
na..~triC!f\l'tT power by the United States, whiCh"they have a.lwq,ys exercised
·exercise over the Cherokee· country, whether the treaty
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gives the power or not, (for it is claimed by the constitution,) you will h
to work differently. You mm;t either go ont of the limits of the Unitei
States, which has been alleged by some is your object, or you mtist purs
a contrary course; instead of recedinS{', approach this great people hy
modified connexion ; a connexion that will somewhat identify your intertst
with theirs, and theirs with yours.
And let me stop here, while I am upon this subject, and iuquire of a very
.curious avowal in your letter, after having said so mnrh about the danger,
from the treaty, of destroying ':the character of the Cherokee nation as a
distinct community." I qnote your language: ': Now, the fact is, we neverhave objected to become citiz~ns of the United States, and to conform to
l1er laws.'' How does that accord with your sensibility, lest" the charactet
of the Cherokee nation, us a distinct community," should be destroyed 1
But is it true, as a matter of fact, that the Cherokees "' nevrr have objected
to become citizens of the United States, and to conform to her Jaws?" You
mean, no donbt, that the Cherokees have e.z·presscd ·a willingness to become
citizens, because, you say, they "l1ave required the protection and the
privileges of l!er lu.ws to accompany that conformity on their part." The
question recurs, have they expressed such a williugness? Those who
know that this matter has never been formally agitated by this people, and
so far as it has been agitated, the universal voice has been the reverse of
what you have stated, will see your following declarations fully illustrated:
"I must here beg leave to observe that I have never yet been placed in n
position whieh could render my iudi\·idnal decision conclusive upon nny
matters of this nuture." And again : "It is I who serve under them, not
they under me." This dPcluration, that you do the will of the people, has
been so repeatedly made that it has become doubtful whether it is so or
not; particularly when you uudertake to give your i11dividual dtdsion or
opinion as the decision or opinion of the Cherokee people, on a matter of
vital importance.
In your letter and merl1oriul you speak very decidedly for the natiou,
where you had no right or authority to do so, and where your declarations
have not been supported by snbseqnent facts. Even where you undertake
to give the views and decision of the "regular" delegation, it is far from
being true that those views and that decision have accorded with their
acts. One example will suffice : "Neither myself nor any other member
of the regular delegation to Was~ingtou can, without violating our most
sacred engagcmr.mts, ever recogmse that paper as a treaty, by assenting to
its terms, or tl1e mode of its execntion.:' You are understood to have
made a similar declaration repeatedly sinee your return from Washington. It is enough to mislead those who have no mind of their own, (and
there are not a few l1ere, notwithstanding "the intelligence of the Cherokee people," anJ "their correct knowledge of their own rights," common
place expreRsions, which all true patriots must needs make,)-1 say it is
enough to mislead shch; they think that yon really have 11ever, and will
never, assent to the terms of the treaty, m any manner whatever. Many
have acted to their gn'at injnry, as they thillk, upon such high example.
But what is the fact? Without presuming to be very confident as to what
you have done, although it is not doubted that yon have assented to the
terms of the treaty, by consenting to the valuation of your place, and by
sending your agent to show your property in order to be valued, l c.an
refer yon to the acts of Jhe majority of the "regular" delegntion. Be
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your acts as they m:-ty, what I now wish you te understand me as saying
is this: Even wliere you undertake to give the views and decision of the
'; re~p.llar" dele~ation, it ~s far from being trur: that t!tose views c;nd that
ckctswn have accorded 1tnth tltetr acts. How 1s tt but an assent to tne terms
of the treaty, and to the mode of its execution, to claim the advantages
which that treaty secures to individuals 'r And how many of your" regular" delegation have done that? How many have, I will not say conseJ~ted, but entreated, to have their valuations made according to the mode
prescribed in the treaty? How many claim all the rights which the treaty
gives them? How many have even acceded to the grand principle of
tbe treaty-a 1·emoval-and are new foremost in going to our new country? l need not mention who and how many, nor do I make these que.
ries in order to place them in a disadvantageous position in reference to
what you have undertaken to assert for them. I commend them for what
they are doing; it is the right course; it is the right policy, and the
only one to COI!vince the mass of our people, who have NOT intelligence
~ough: or ':correct knowledge" of the extent of their difficulties to guide
them in these matters. The point is · this: What you have asserted as
your decision, and the decision of your immediate associates of the "regular" delegation, has been contradicted by your acts, as they are understood here, and the acts of the majority ·o f that delegation. ls it not
presumable, then, and I may say is it not certain, that you have been as
premature in speaking for the }Jeople? and will not the result of your confident assertions prove as unfortunate as in the case already stated?
I wiU trouble you with one more topic, and then I will dose · this
letter.
It is with sincere regret that I notice you say little or nothing about the
mornl condition of this people, as affected by present circumstanceS. I have
searched in vain, in all your late communications, for some indication of
your sensibility upon this point. You seem to be absorbed altogether in
the pecuniary aspect of this nation's affairs; hence your extravagant demands for the lands we are compelled to relinquish ; your id-eas of the value
{lfthe gold mines, \vhich, if they had bePn peaceably possessed by the Cher()kees, would have ruined them as soon as the operation of the State laws
have done; of the value of our marble quarries, our mountains and forests.
Indeed, you seem to have forgotten that yoar -people are a community of
moral beings, capfl h1e of an elevation klan equal standing with the most
civilized and virtu ons, or a deterioration to the level of the most degraded,
of our race. Upon 1vhat principle, then, could you have made the assertion
that you are repcH t<Jd to have made, "that the Cherokees had not suffered
~ne-halfwhat their country was worth," but upon. the principle <?f valuing
your nation in dollars and cents? If you meant simply the physical sufferings of this people, your assertion may be listened to with some patience;
but can it be possible that you, who have claimed to be their leader and
guardian, have forgotten that there is another kind of suffering which they
liave endured, and will en!iure as long as. they are ~ept in these perp!exities,
of ajar more important "nature? Can It be possible that you consider the
mere pains and privations ·of the body, and the loss of a paltry sum of money,
of a paramount importance to the depression of the mind and •the ·degrada
tion and pollution of the soul? That the ·difficulties under which they are
laboring, originating from the operation of the State 'laws, and their absorption by a white population, will .affect them in that light, I need not here
4
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stop to argue with you: that they have already affected them, is a fact tQQ
palpable, too notorious, for us to deny it: that they will increa~e to affect
them, in proportion to the delay of applying the remedy, we need only judge
from past experience. How, then, can you reconcile your ~onscience an<i
your sense of what is demanded by the best intere~t of your people1 first
with your incessant opposition to a treaty, and then your opposition to tilt
treaty, because circumstances, which had accumulated upon the nation by
vour delnys, had compelled, if you please, a minority to make it; and for.
sooth it does not secure just such a title to the western lands as you II18.f
wish; and because a sufficient sum of money is not obtained for the "in·
valuable" gold mines, marble quarries, mountains, and forests of our country!
How can you {W-rsist in deluding your people with phantoms, and in your
opposition to that which alone is practicable, when you see them dying a
moral death 1
To be sure, from your account of the condition and circumstances of the
Cherokees, the public Ip.ay form an idea different from what my remarks
may seem to convey. When applied to a portion of our people, confined
mostly to whites intermarried among us, and the· descendants of whites,
your account is probably correct, divesting it of all the exaggeration with
which you have encircled it; but look at the mass, look at the entire popu·
lation as it now is, and say, can you see any indication of a progressing
improvement, anythiug that can encoura~e a philanthwpist? You know
that it is almost a dreary waste. I care not if I am accounted a slanderer of
my country's reputation; every observing man in this nation knows that I
speak the words of truth and soberness. In the light that I considel' my
countrymen, not as mere animals, and to judge of their happiness by their
condition as such, which, to be sure, is bad enough, but as moral beings, to
be affected for better or for \Vorse by moral circumstances, I say their condi·
tion is wretched. Look, my dear sir, around you, and see the progress that
vice and immorality have already made! see the spread of intemperance,
and the wretchedness and misery it has already occasioned! I need not
reason with a man of your sense and discernment, and of your observation 1
to show the debasing character of that vice to our people; you will find an
argument in every tippling shop in the country; you will find its cruel effects
in the bloody tragedies that are frequently occurring, in the frequent con vic..
tions and executwns for m1ndeT' and in the tears and ·groans of the widows
and fatherle~s, render~d homeles~ naked, and hungry, by this vile curse of
our race. And has It stopped 1ts cruel r~vages with the lower or poorer
classes of qur _.people? Are the higher orde~s, if .I may so speak, left un~
tainted 1 While t~ere are honorabl~ exceptions m .all. classes-a security
for a future renovatiOn under other ctrcumstances-It Is not to be deniefl
that, as a people, we are making a rapid tendency to a general immorality
and debasement. What more evi~en~e do. ,w e need, to prove . this general
tendency, than the slow bu~ sure msmuatwn of the lower vices into our
female population? Oh! it is heart-ren_d ing to think of these things, muoh
more to speak of them; but the world will know them, the world doel
know them, and we need not try to hide our shame.
Now, sir, can you say that in all this the Cherokees had not sujfe1'ed ou.
half what their country was worth 1 Can you .presume ·to be spending
your whole time in opposing a treaty, then in trying, as yon sqy, to makf
a ·better treaty, that is to ge~ more money., a full compensation for your goM
min~s, your marble quarries, your forests, your water eourses-1 sa.y, caD
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}'OU be doing all this while the canker is eating the very vitals of this nation? Perish your gold mines and your money, if, in the pursuit of tl1em 1
the moral credit of this people, their happiness and their existence, are to
be sacrificed !
If the dark picture which I have here drawn is a true one, and no candid
person wilt say it is an e:llttggerated one, can we see a brighter prospect
ahead1 In another country, and under other circumstances 1 the.re is a
better prospect. Removal, then, is the only remedy, the only practicable
remedy. By it there may be finally a renovation; our people 1nay rise
from their very ashes, to become prosperous and happy, and a credit to our
rnce. Such has been and is now my opinion, and under such a settled
opinion I have acted in all this affair. My language has been," fly for
your lives;" it is now the same. I would say to my countrymen, you
among the rest; fly from the moral pestilence that will finally destroy our
nation.
What is the prospect in reference to your plan of relief, if y'ou are un·
derstood at all to have any plan 1 It is dark and gloomy beyond descrip·
tion. Subject the Cherokees to the laws of the States in their present condition? It matters not how favorable those laws may be, instead of reme . .
dying the evil you would only rivet the chains and fasten the manacles of
their servitt1de and degradation. 'rhe final destiny of our race, under such
circmnstances, is too revoll.ing to think of. Its course nmst be downward 1
until it finally becomes extinct or is merged in another race, more ignoble
and moredetested. 'Take my word for it1 it is the sure consummation, if
you succeed in preventing the removal of your people. The time will
come when there will be only here and there those who can be called upon
to sign a protest, or to vote against a treaty for their removal; when the
few remnants of our once happy and improving nation will be viewed by
posterity with curious and gazing interest, as relics of a brave and noble
race. Are our people destined to such a catastrophe'] Are we to run the
race of all our brethren w'ho have gone before us, and of whom hardly any
thing is known but their name, and, perhaps, only here and there a solitary
being: walking," as a ghost over the ashes of his fathers/' to remind a
stranger that such a race once existed? .May God preserve us from such
a destiny.
I have the honor to be, sir;
Your obedient and humble servant:

E. BOUOINOT.

